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Summary

Iron is an essential nutrient for most living organisms and it plays an important role in

many biogeochemical processes in soils. Because the solubility of Fe is exceedingly low

under oxic conditions, many microorganisms and plants actively modify their chemical

environment in order to facilitate iron acquisition. For instance, molecules such as

siderophores (Fe(III)- specific ligands) are produced by the biota in order to promote the

dissolution of iron oxides and therefore enhance the bioavailability of iron. While it is

well recognized that siderophores play an important role in ligand-promoted dissolution,

little is known about the possible interactions with other microbial exudates including

biosurfactants. Surfactants are amphiphilic molecules that self-assemble, forming

aggregates on mineral-water interfaces. These aggregates can strongly modify the

physico-chemical properties of the interfaces. Ligand-promoted dissolution of minerals is

controlled by reactions at the mineral-water interface and may therefore be influenced by

the presence of adsorbed surfactants.

The objective of this thesis was to investigate the influence of anionic surfactants

on the siderophore-promoted dissolution of goethite (a-FeOOH). Two anionic surfactants

were considered: a mixture of mono- and di-rhamnolipids (RhLl and RhL2, respectively)

produced by Pseudomonas aeruginosa and the synthetic surfactant sodium dodecyl sulfate

(SDS). In a first step, the adsorption and aggregation of surfactants on the goethite surface

were characterized by conducting adsorption isotherm experiments and by measuring the

electrophoretic mobility of the goethite particles. Then, the adsorption of the two

siderophores desferoxamine B (DFOB) and desferoxamine D (DFOD) and the ligand

EDTA and their iron complexes was investigated in batch reactors at pH 6 with increasing

SDS concentrations. The two siderophores were selected because their only structural

difference is the modification of the terminating group attached to the pentyl chain. From

this modification arises a difference in charge in the pH range under investigation: DFOB

is positively charged and DFOD is neutral. Thereby, it was possible to identify the

importance of electrostatic and hydrophobic interactions. The ligand-promoted dissolution

for the same siderophores and ligand was investigated under similar conditions. The effect

of SDS on the inner-sphere and outer-sphere surface speciation of adsorbed ligands was
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investigated by fluorescence spectroscopy in a system with 8-hydroxyquinoline-5-

sulfonate (HQS) as a ligand and boehmite (y-A100H) as the solid phase. HQS is a useful

probe compound for surface complexation because the free ligand species are non-

fluorescent, whereas the inner-sphere complex of HQS with structural Al is strongly

fluorescent, as well as the Al-HQS complex. Finally, the surface protonation of goethite

induced by the adsorption of SDS was also investigated in a batch experiment at constant

pH.

Adsorption of SDS to goethite at pH 6 caused a charge reversal, as was shown by

electrophoretic mobility measurements. This indicates the formation of admicelles

(bilayered aggregates) at the mineral surface. The adsorption of the siderophores DFOB

and DFOD increased similarly with increasing SDS concentrations, despite their

difference in molecular charge, while the adsorption of EDTA was not influenced by

SDS. This suggests that hydrophobic interactions are more relevant than electrostatic

interactions in presence of surfactants. The ligand-promoted dissolution rate in the

presence of SDS and RhL was enhanced by a factor of 2 to 3 at low surfactant

concentrations (< 80 uM SDS, < 6 mg L"1 RhL). At higher concentrations, the effect was

smaller and the dissolution rates were similar to ligand-promoted dissolution in the

absence of surfactants. By direct comparison between the adsorbed amounts of ligands

and the dissolution rates, we showed that the rate expression for ligand-promoted

dissolution (R=KL[L]ads) can not be applied in the presence of variable surfactant

concentrations. The experiments with the system HQS-boehmite revealed that the ratio of

inner-sphere to outer-sphere HQS complexes was constant for varying SDS

concentrations. Moreover, the inner-sphere complexation was not correlated to the

dissolution rates, suggesting that another mechanism triggered by surfactants must lead to

the enhanced dissolution of boehmite in presence of SDS. Although the surface

protonation increased due to the adsorption of low SDS concentrations, the resulting

proton-promoted dissolution was estimated to be insignificant compared to the observed

dissolution rates. Because the effects are similar for different ligands and surfaces, the

results suggest that surfactants may have an important effect on mineral surface properties

leading to enhanced ligand-promoted dissolution rates. Most probably, a synergistic effect

between adsorbed surfactant molecules, protons, siderophores and the mineral surface

lead to the observed increase in siderophores-promoted dissolution rates. However this
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synergistic effect vanishes with increasing surfactant concentrations.

In conclusion, this work demonstrates that small concentrations of surfactants

increase the ligand-promoted dissolution rates of Fe and Al hydroxides. This can have

important implication for the acquisition of iron and other nutrients by microorganism and

plants. The presence of surfactants in the environment might also influence other

important biogeochemical processes such as the adsorption of organic compounds onto

the soil matrix and mineral weathering.
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Résumé

Le fer est un élément essentiel pour les être vivants jouant également un rôle

particulièrement important au niveau des processus biogéochimiques du sol. La solubilité

du Fe en condition oxique étant excessivement basse, beaucoup de micro-organismes et

de plantes modifient activement leur environnement chimique afin de faciliter l'acquisition

du fer. Par exemple, des molécules telles que les siderophores, ligands spécifiques pour le

Fe (III), sont exsudés par des micro-organismes et des plantes afin de favoriser la

dissolution des oxydes de fer et donc d'augmenter la biodisponibilité de ce dernier. Tandis

que la dissolution d'hydroxyde de fer influencé par des siderophores est bien connue, peu

d'information existe au sujet des interactions possibles avec d'autres exsudats microbiens

tel que des agents tensioactif. Les tensioactifs sont des molécules amphiphiles qui

s'assemblent à l'interface eau-solide en adoptant différentes conformations. Ils modifient

ainsi les propriétés physico-chimiques des surfaces minérales. Par conséquent, le

processus de dissolution influencé par des siderophores peut être influencé par la présence

d'agents tensioactifs.

L'objectif de cette thèse était d'étudier l'influence de tensioactifs anioniques sur la

dissolution influencé par des ligands de la goethite (a-FeOOH). Deux tensioactifs

anioniques ont été considérés: un mélange de mono- et de bi-rhamnolipide

(respectivement RhLl et RhL2) produit par Pseudomonas aeruginosa et un tensioactif

synthétique, le sodium dodecylsulfate (SDS). Dans une première étape, l'adsorption et

l'agrégation des tensioactifs sur la surface de la goethite ont été caractérisés par

l'établissement d'isotherme d'adsorption ainsi que par la mesure de mobilité

électrophorétique. L'adsorption de deux siderophores, desferrioxamine B (DFOB) et

desferoxamine D (DFOD) et du ligand EDTA ainsi que de leurs complexes de fer a été

étudié dans des réacteurs fermés à pH 6 en présence de concentrations croissantes de SDS.

Les deux siderophores ont été choisis parce que leur structure moléculaire varie qu'au

niveau de la charge du groupe terminal de la chaîne pentyl, positivement chargé pour le

DFOB et neutre pour le DFOD. Par conséquent, il a été possible d'étudier les interactions

électrostatiques et hydrophobes entre les siderophores et les agents tensioactifs. La

dissolution de la goethite influencée par les siderophores DFOB et DFOD, ainsi que par le

ligand EDTA a été étudiée dans des conditions semblables aux expériences d'adsorption.
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Le complexe de surface de sphère interne du ligand 8-hydroquinoline-5-sulfonate (HQS)

avec des atomes Al acquiert des propriétés fluorescentes, le système HQS-boehmite (y-

AlOOH) a été employé pour étudier la spéciation de surface du ligand en présence de

SDS. La protonation de la surface de goethite induite par l'adsorption de tensioactifs a été

également étudiée à pH constant.

Les mesures de la mobilité électrophorétique ont montré que l'adsorption de SDS

sur la goethite, à pH 6, cause l'inversion des charges de surface. Ceci indique la formation

d'admicelles (agrégats formant une double couche d'agent tensioactif) sur la surface

minérale. Pour des concentrations croissantes de SDS, l'adsorption des sidérophores a

augmentée similairement en dépit de leur différente charge moléculaire, alors que

l'adsorption de l'EDTA n'a pas été influencée. Ce qui, par conséquent, suggère que les

interactions hydrophobes sont plus importantes que les interactions électrostatiques en

présence de tensioactifs. La dissolution influencée par les siderophroes et l'EDTA a

augmenté de 2 à 3 fois en présence de petites concentrations de tensioactif (< 80 uM SDS,

< 6 mg L"1 RhL). Pour des concentrations plus élevées l'effet a diminué et les taux de

dissolution ont atteint des valeurs semblables à ceux obtenus en l'absence de tensioactifs.

La comparaison directe entre les quantités de ligands adsorbées et les taux de dissolution,

a démontré que l'expression du taux de dissolution influencée par des ligand (R=KL[L]ads )

n'est pas applicable en présence de concentration variable de tensioactifs. Les expériences

avec le système HQS-boehmite ont montré que le rapport entre la complexation de sphère

interne et la complexation de sphère externe du ligand HQS était constant pour des

concentrations croissantes de SDS. Par ailleurs, la complexation de sphère interne n'était

pas corrélée avec les taux de dissolution, suggérant qu'un autre mécanisme déclenché par

les tensioactifs pourrait mener à une augmentation de la dissolution de la boehmite en

présence de SDS. Bien que la protonation de la surface ait augmenté à cause de

l'adsorption de faibles concentrations de SDS, la dissolution influencée par des protons

résultant a été estimée insignifiante comparée à la dissolution observée. Les effets étant

semblables pour différents ligands et surfaces minérales, les résultats suggèrent que les

tensioactifs pourraient avoir un effet majeur sur les surfaces minérales menant à des taux

de dissolution plus élevés. Il est très probable qu'un effet synergique existe entre les

molécules tensioactives adsorbées, les protons, les sidérophores et la surface minérale

stimulant l'accroissement des taux de dissolution de la goethite. Par contre, cet effet
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synergique se dissipe pour des concentrations de tensioactifs élevées.

En conclusion, ce travail a montré que de petites concentrations d'agents

tensioactifs augmentent la dissolution influencée par des ligands des hydroxydes de Fe et

Al. Ceci peut avoir d'importantes implications pour l'acquisition du fer et d'autres

éléments nutritifs par les micro-organismes et les plantes. La présence de tensioactifs dans

l'environnement pourrait également influencer d'autres processus biogéochimiques

importants tels que l'adsorption de composés organiques sur la matrice minérale du sol, ou

la désagrégation physique et l'altération chimique des minéraux.
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Introduction

1. Introduction

f. 1. Research motivation

Iron is an essential micronutrient for most living organisms. The oxidation state of Fe that

are important in nature are Fe(II) and Fe(III). They play an essential role in metabolic

processes. Many iron-containing or iron-activated metalloproteins exist in

microorganisms. Important examples are cytochromes, which are a group of different

proteins carrying heme groups containing iron that carry out electron transport. Iron is

involved in reductive and oxidative processes playing, therefore, a vital role in metabolic

process such as respiration, catalytic reactions, and active membrane transport.

Although iron is the fourth most abundant element in the Earth's crust, it is often a

limiting nutrient due to the very low solubilities of iron bearing minerals like goethite and

hematite (/). Under oxic conditions and in the absence of complexing or reducing agents,

Fe concentrations are low in the pH range 4-10 (2). To overcome the low Fe

bioavailability, microorganisms and graminaceous plants exude siderophores, exhibiting

very high formation constants for Fe(III). Siderophores are involved in the extracellular

solubilization of iron from minerals by a ligand-promoted dissolution mechanism. In soils,

microorganisms and plant roots exude several other organic molecules such as

biosurfactants that dramatically change the physico-chemical properties of the

rhizosphere. Although the ligand-promoted dissolution mechanism in relatively simple

systems is well understood (3-7), little is known about the influence of other molecules

such as biosurfactants on that biogeochemical mechanism. As surfactants self-assemble

on mineral surfaces they may interfere in the interactions between siderophores and the

mineral surface. In order to improve our understanding of key biogeochemical processes

such as mineral weathering and nutrient acquisition in soil systems it is important to study

the influence of other organic molecules during ligand-promoted dissolution. To my

knowledge, this is the first investigation on the influence of synthetic (sodium dodecyl

sulfate, SDS) and biogenic (rhamnolipids, RhL) surfactants on the adsorption of

siderophores and on the resulting siderophore-promoted dissolution of goethite.
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Introduction

1.2. Mineral surfaces

1.2.1. Surface charge

Hydroxide surfaces immersed in water develop surface charge which arises from

dissociation or adsorption of protons. On iron oxide surfaces, Fe is coordinated with oxo-

and hydroxyl groups. The ionization of the surface depends on the pH of the solution. In a

simplified view of surface protonation, the surface groups are deprotonated at high pH

(=Fe-OH"1/2) and at low pH the surface groups protonate (=Fe-OH2+1/2). Surface hydroxyl

groups may be coordinated to one, two, or three structural Fe atoms (Figure 1.1).

H -1/2 H±0 H +1/2

/ / / O / / / y~7~7~,0^7~7~7~ / / /^sO~y / /

Fe Fe Fe Fe

Fe Fe

singly doubly triply

Figure 1.1: Singly coordinated, doubly coordinated, triply coordinated and geminal surface

hydroxyl groups on iron oxides. The charge of the hydroxyl groups follows the

bond valence concept. Adapted from Cornell and Schwermann (2).

To maintain the overall electrical neutrality, the net charge in one side of the

interface has to be balanced by an equal net charge of opposite sign on the other side.

Therefore, ions in solution (counterions) will be distributed in the vicinity of the surface to

compensate the surface charges. The distribution is idealized as an electric double layer:

with one plane corresponding to the charges on the mineral surface, a second layer

containing strongly held counterions adsorbed close to the charged surface on fixed sites

(Stern layer), while the remaining ions are assumed to be in a diffuse layer. The plane of

shear is an imaginary plane lying close to the surface. Ions between the surface and the

plane of shear move with the particle when an electric field is applied to the suspension.

The Zeta potential, that is, the potential at the plane of sheare, can be established by

electrophoretic mobility measurements. The pH at which the amount of positive (=Fe-

OH2+1/2) and negative (=Fe-OH"1/2) charges on the surface are equal and compensate each

other is called the point of zero charge (p.z.c.) (8). Lower p.z.c. corresponds to more
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Introduction

acidic surfaces. Another parameter that characterizes the zero-charge condition is the

isoelectric point (i.e.p) which is an electrokinetic surface property related to overall charge

neutrality at the plane of shear (9). In system in the presence of potential determining ions

(H+, CI") only, often the pH at which the p.z.c. and i.e.p occur are equal.

Organic and inorganic ligands other than protons can also adsorb on oxide surfaces

by ligand exchange, i.e., by exchange with a water molecule or other ligands, leading to

inner-sphere complexation or by electrostatic interactions leading to outer-sphere

complexation. Both types of adsorption can influence the properties of the surface.

1.2.2. Goethite

Goethite (a-FeOOH) crystals are typically acicular and elongated along the

crystallographic c direction and have three major types of faces. The 100 faces bear

singly, doubly, and triply coordinated OH groups having all the same density (3.3

groups/nm ). The 010 and 001 faces carry singly and doubly coordinated hydroxyl groups

with 7.1 and 8.6 groups/nm2 respectively (10). Doubly coordinated OH groups are

chemically inert within the pH range typically observed in natural systems and do not

contribute to the surface charge (10). Therefore the main protonation that occurs are:

=Fe-OH"1/2 + H+ ** =FeOH2+1/2 pKu = 10.7 (1.1)

=Fe2-0" + H+ ** =Fe2-OH pK2,i = 13.7 (1.2)

=Fe3-0~1/2 + H+ ** =Fe3-OH+,/2 pK3,i=4.3 (1.3)

Figure 1.2 represents a crystal model of goethite indicating the possible coordination of

oxygen atoms.
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Introduction

Figure 1.2: Crystal structure of goethite where iron is octahedrally coordinated to 6 atoms of

oxygen partially protonated depending on pH. Protonation state is not indicated.

Goethite is one of the most widespread crystalline species of iron hydroxides in

soils and sediments (11-13). Goethite is the most thermodynamically stable iron

hydroxide. Its formation is favored in aerated soils, under temperate climate and humid

conditions. In the presence of O2 and H2O the released Fe(II) by weathering process of the

lithosphère is oxidized to Fe(III), which is immediately hydrolyzed to form Fe(III)

hydroxides. A slow hydrolysis at low temperature favors the formation of goethite.

1.3. Dissolution mechanisms

1.3.1. Proton-promoted dissolution

Proton-promoted dissolution is relevant under acidic conditions. The general reaction

between an Fe(III) oxide surface and protons can be described as

FeOOH(s) + 3H+ -* Fei+(aq) + 2H20 (1.4)

Furrer and Stumm (14) proposed a detailed mechanism of proton-promoted dissolution.

By adsorption of protons the surface groups become positively charged. Adsorbed protons

4



Introduction

weaken the structural Fe-O bonds by polarization and promote the detachment of Fe from

the bulk oxide into solution. The dissolution rate can usually be described by the relation

RH=kH[H + ]n (1.5)

In the case of goethite, Zinder et al. (15) found that the reaction order n is equal to 3. From

this observation, the authors concluded that dissolving surface sites are triply protonated.

1.3.2. Ligand-promoted dissolution

Ligands increase the solubility of Fe(III) bearing minerals by formation of soluble iron

complexes. The overall dissolution reaction can be written as follows:

FeOOH (s) + H3L **
FeL(ag) + 2H20 (1.6)

The solubility is increased by ligands in two ways. First, by decreasing the solution

saturation state and, second, by attacking the mineral surface in a ligand-promoted

dissolution mechanism. Furrer and Stumm (14) proposed a general mechanism which

includes three steps. Initially, ligands adsorb on the mineral surface by ligand exchange

reaction and form inner-sphere complexes. In the next step, the surface complex polarizes

the bonds between the iron and the oxygen of the crystal lattice, thereby promoting the

detachment of the iron complex into solution. The last steps consists of the transport of the

dissolved iron complex to the bulk solution and fast regeneration of the surface. The rate

Ri of steady-state ligand-promoted dissolution is proportional to a rate coefficient kL and

the amount of adsorbed ligands [L]ads:

RL=kL[LL (1-7)

The rates of most dissolution processes are controlled by the second steps (detachment of

the surface complex), thus, ligand-promoted dissolution is a surface controlled process

(14, 16, 17). Figure 1.3 presents an example of a ligand-promoted dissolution of Ö-AI2O3

in presence of oxalate where the dissolution rates are proportional to the adsorbed amount

of oxalate, following equation 1.7.
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Figure 1.3: Rates of oxalate-promoted dissolution of Ô-AI2O3. R is linearly dependent on the

surface ligand adsorption. Adapted from Furrer and Stumm (14).

1.3.3. Reductive dissolution

Reductive, dissolution is an important dissolution mechanism in reducing environments.

Nevertheless in this work we will not address this mechanism. Briefly, during reductive

dissolution the structural bonds Fe-O are weakened by reduction of Fe(III) to Fe(II),

which is more soluble. Possible reducing agents include ascorbic acid, hydrazine,

hydroquinone, H2S, fulvic acid, and sucrose. Metal-reducing bateria, such as e.g.

Geobacter sp., also play an important role in the reduction of ferric iron. Proton- and

ligand-promoted dissolution mechanisms can be enhanced under reducing conditions (15,

18). For more information please refer to the excellent publication by Cornell and

Schwermann (2).

1.3.4. Parallel dissolution reactions

The different dissolution mechanisms described above all contribute to the overall

dissolution rate. It is often assumed that there is no competition between the different

dissolution mechanisms (15). If this assumption holds true, the overall dissolution rate can

be written as the sum of the rates of parallel dissolution mechanisms:
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R = RH+RL+ReM+ReX (1.8)

where under non-reductive conditions the rates RetH (proton-promoted dissolution under

reductive conditions) and Re^ (ligand-promoted dissolution under reductive conditions)

are equal to zero.

1.4. Siderophore-promoted dissolution of iron hydroxides

1.4.1. Siderophores

Siderophores are low molar mass organic ligands involved in the iron acquisition

mechanism of many microorganisms in terrestrial and marine systems. They are exuded

by organisms to increase the bioavailability of iron. Briefly, siderophore-promoted Fe

acquisition involves the following steps: production of siderophores under iron deficiency,

excretion of the siderophore, mobilization of Fe, uptake of the iron complex by cells

through specific mechanisms. More than 500 different siderophores produced by bacteria,

yeast and fungi are known (19, 20). Graminaceous plants like barley, wheat and rice are

also known to produce siderophores, the so called phytosiderophores (21-23).

Despite the variability of their chemical structure, siderophores often form 1:1

octahedral Fe complexes with very high stability constant ranging from 1023 to 1052 (24).

Typical chelating groups are hydroxamate, cathecolate and a-hydroxycarboxylate groups,

but carboxylate, and phenolate metal-binding groups have also been found in siderophores

(Figure 1.4) (24, 25). The two most common metal binding functional groups are the

hydroxamate and catecholate groups. A relatively new class of marine siderophores have

been found to be amphiphilic containing a peptidic head-group appended by one of a

series of fatty acids (26).

la soils, siderophore concentrations span several orders of magnitude. For instance

Bossier et al. (27) reported concentrations up to 0.20xl0"6 mol/g of soil using a bioassay,

while Powell et al. (28) found a total concentration of 0.18xl0"9 mol/g. Essen et al. (29)

measured hydroxamate siderophores in soil solution at concentrations of 2 to 12 nM.

Between 50 to 90% of dissolved Fe measured in soil solution (from few u.M to about 200

u.M) were found to be in a complexed state, most probably by siderophores (30). In
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general, the concentrations of siderophores in the environment increase in the order

marine systems < bulk soil < rhizosphere (7).

R R1

\—/ + Fe3+
// \
O OH

HO OH

\ /
c—c

/ \
HO OH

R-/
\
OH

aq

TA
Fe'

3+

aq

+ Fe:3+
aq"

+ Fe3+
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R R'

//-\
<a)

Fe"

y~\ (b)

\ /°
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Figure 1.4: Common functional groups of siderophores complexing Fe3+. (a) hydroxamate

group, (b) catechol group, (c) a-hydroxycarboxyl group, (d) carboxyl group, and

(e) phenol group (Adapted from Albrecht-Gary and Crumbliss (24)). (f)

Structure of the siderophore DFOB.
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1.4.2. Adsorption of siderophores

Adsorption of hydroxamate siderophores on mineral surfaces occurs via a ligand

exchange mechanism (5). Kraemer et al. (31) found that the adsorption of the

hydroxamate siderophore DFOB on goethite is constant at about 1.5 u.mol g" at pH < 7

and increases for higher pH values. The adsorption of the siderophore DFOD was higher

than DFOB, with a maximum at pH 4.2 (about 4 u.mol g ')• The lower adsorption of

DFOB (positively charged at pH values below 8, see Figure 3.1) compared to the

adsorption of DFOD (uncharged, see Figure 3.1) was attributed to electrostatic repulsion

between DFOB and the positively charged surface. At pH values close to 9, both

siderophores reached a similar surface excess (~2.8|wmol g"1). The maximum adsorption at

pH 6.6 (13g/L goethite) was 19% and 8% of 150fiM of DFOD and DFOB added,

respectively (31). Since chemical structures of siderophores vary widely, it is not possible

to define a general adsorption trend, but these observations indicate that siderophore

adsorption is influenced by electrostatic interactions.

Simultaneous DFOB and oxalate adsorption measurements on goethite showed

that the adsorption of DFOB decreases with increasing oxalate concentration, while the

adsorption of oxalate is not significantly affected by the presence of the siderophore (32).

Oxalate interfere with DFOB adsorption even when DFOB was present in higher

concentrations than oxalate. This interference was attributed to sorption competition

between both ligands.

1.4.3. The siderophore-promoted dissolution mechanism

The dissolution of iron bearing phases in the presence of siderophores is a key mechanism

in biological iron acquisition and the focus of this work. Goethite has been chosen as a

model for the various Fem-bearing mineral phases that may serve as sources of biological

iron acquisition.

Experiments carried out with the hydroxamate siderophores desferrioxiamin-B

(DFOB) and desferrioxiamine-D (DFOD) (Figure 4.1) revealed that the mobilization of Fe

by these siderophores occurs through ligand-promoted dissolution, described by equation

7 (31, 33, 34). Cocozza et al. (34) speculated that DFOB and acetohydroxamic acid

9
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(aHA), a smaller analogous ligand to DFOB, may dissolve goethite by a similar

mechanism. Holmén et al. (5), after studying the dissolution of goethite by (aHA), claim

that protonation steps are required during ligand-promoted dissolution in order to form

inner-sphere complexes. As for ligand-promoted dissolution in general, the inner-sphere

complexation of the siderophore with structural Fe(III) is a precursor of the dissolution

process (4, 5, 31).

1.4.4. Siderophore coordination and surface complexation with iron

The coordination environment and structure of metal-siderophore complexes in aqueous

solution is better understood than on mineral surfaces. In solution, the hydroxamate

siderophore DFOB forms stable complexes with Fe in a wide pH range from 1.5 to 11.5

(35, 36). The majority of Fe in DFOB complexes is in the ferric form (36). As DFOD has

almost the same chemical structure with equal functional groups than DFOB (Figure 4.1),

it is reasonable to consider that the complexation characteristics of DFOB also hold for

DFOD in the same pH range.

The structure of Fe complexes involving monohydroxamic acids, such as aHA

(acetohydroxamic acid), in solution is believed to be the same as on Fe oxides surfaces

(37). This similarity suggests that information collected from coordination studies on

dissolved complexes can be directly applicable to surfaces. Ludwig et al. (38) found a

correlation between ligand controlled dissolution rate coefficients and the equilibrium

constant for the corresponding metal complexes in solution for simple oxide structures

and ligands. This indicates that surface metal complexes can have strong similarities with

complexes in solution. However, Becker et al. (39) showed that the complexation on

metal oxide surfaces can be different from metal complexation in solution. For more

complex and multidentate ligands, such as DFOB (containing three hydroxamate groups

linked by a backbone), the number of functional groups interacting with structural iron on

goethite remains to be elucidated.

Some authors have addressed this issue using different approaches (5, 34, 40, 41).

Taking into account covalent radii of 0.77 Â for C and 0.75 Ä for N and assuming that

DFOB is a linear molecule, Holmén et al. (5) calculated the distance between the

hydroxamate groups assuming a linear structure to be 9.2 Â. The distance between Fe

10
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centers in goethite range from 3.01-3.46 À (42). These structural considerations suggest

that DFOB could potentially bind to multiple metal sites on the goethite surface.

However, the same authors propose that because of reduction in the ligand's conformation

freedom close to the surface and by hydrophobic constrains of the siderophore backbone,

only one or two hydroxamate groups can bind to the metal centers. By comparing

dissolution rates in the presence of aHA or DFOB, Cocozza et al. (34) concluded that only

one hydroxamate group of DFOB is coordinating iron at the surface, forming a

mononuclear complex. In a recent study (40, 41), the siderophore azotobactin (bearing

hydroxamate, catechol and hydroxyacid groups) was linked to a hydrazine terminated

(-NH-NH2) AFM tip by its Asp carboxyl group to study the interactions of azotabactin

with the goethite surface. Although it was not possible to determine the type of

interactions (i.e., covalent, ionic, etc.) between the siderophore and the surface,

computational simulation of the AFM extension force showed that many oxygens in the

backbone and side chains can interact with the goethite surface. Moreover, the same group

of workers pointed out that the spacing of the siderophores chelating pairs (e.g., between

the two oxygens in the hydroxamate groups) allows roughly equidistant coordination to

neighboring Fe atoms in the goethite lattices (41).

1.4.5. Hydroxamate siderophore-promoted dissolution and influence

of other organic ligands

Hydroxamate siderophores were found to be surprisingly inefficient in accelerating

goethite dissolution considering their exceptional affinity for binding iron in solution (5,

34). For instance, at pH 5, the dissolution rates of goethite in presence of oxalate (R=7.79

xlO"9 mol m"2 h"1) (15) were higher by up to an order of magnitude compared to

dissolution rates in presence of DFOB (0.57xl0"9 mol rn2h_1) (31). However, the

dissolution rate in the presence of both DFOB and oxalate was found to increase

compared to the dissolution rates with only DFOB or oxalate (32). The following

dissolution mechanism was proposed by Cheah et al. (32). Oxalate adsorbs to the goethite

surface and dissolves iron by ligand-promoted dissolution. Siderophores exchange Fe(ffl)

from soluble Fe-oxalate complexes by a ligand exchange reaction. Therefore, free oxalate

is recycled and the ligand can again interact with the surface. Due to their high affinity for

iron, even small free siderophore concentrations keep the system far from equilibrium,
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providing the thermodynamic driving force for dissolution. Similar behavior was observed

for the phytosiderophore DMA (2'-deoxymugineic acid) in presence of oxalate (33). This

synergistic effect suggests that the main role of siderophores may be to increase iron

solubility and to decrease the solution saturation state in order to facilitate other

dissolution mechanisms.

1.5. Surfactants

1.5.1. Structure and properties of surfactants

Surfactants are surface-active molecules that have both hydrophilic and hydrophobic

moieties. The hydrophilic moieties are generated by anionic, cationic, zwitterionic

(bearing both positive and negative charges) or uncharged functional groups that are polar

and soluble in water. These groups, often referred to as the head of the surfactant, are

readily hydrated in water, so they enhance the solubility of the surfactant. The

hydrophobic moieties consist of linear or branched hydrocarbon chains usually referred to

as the tail of the surfactant. The simplest surfactants may consist of a long aliphatic

hydrophobic chain linked to a charged hydrophilic end group. An example is sodium

dodecyl sulfate (SDS) which is shown in Figure 1.5.

Na Ov^ // H2 H2 H2 H2 H2 H2

/P\ ^C\ /Cv. ^C^ /Cv /C\ ^C\
J O C C C C C CH3
*-' H2 H2 H2 H2 H2

Figure 1.5: Structure of the anionic surfactant sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS).

Because of their amphiphilic nature, surfactants tend to aggregate (self-assembly)

in solution and at the liquid-solid and liquid-gas interfaces to form various

microstructures. In aqueous solution and at low surfactant concentrations, they accumulate

at the liquid-gas interface in order to lower the surface free energy. For the same reason

when a critical adsorption at the liquid-gas interface is reached, surfactants form micelles

in solution. The surfactant concentration at which micelles are formed is known as the

critical micelle concentration (CMC). Micelles are self-assembled structures, where the

hydrophobic tails are directed towards the interior of the aggregate, thus separated from
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the aqueous solution by the hydrophilic head groups. At the liquid-solid interface of

charged surfaces surfactants adsorb with their head close to the surface and form

hemimicelles at low surfactant concentrations. With increasing concentrations, surfactants

form bilayered structures known as admicelles. These structures are schematically

represented in Figure 1.6.

hemimicelles admicelles micelles

mämmmmmmmmmmm.

Figure 1.6: Schematic representation of hemimicelles, admicelles and micelles.

Another important property of surfactants is their ability to decrease the surface

tension of aqueous solutions. The surface tension (yi ) represents the minimum amount of

work (Wmin) required to create or expand an interface of the liquid with another phase by a

unit area.

^min = ïA{area)ln!erfacial (1.9)

Figure 1.7 shows the experimental curve of the surface tension of water as a function of

increasing surfactant concentration (43). The point at which the curve shows an abrupt

change in slope is known as the critical micelle concentration. The change in surface

tension can be expressed by the Gibbs adsorption equation, which is in its most general

form:

dy=-Yjidßi (1.10)

where dy is the change in surface or interfacial tension of the solvent, i-} is the surface

excess concentration of any i component of the system and dfit is the change in chemical

potential of the i component of the system. For a diluted (<10~2 M) aqueous solution
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containing only one completely dissociated surfactant of the type A+B" equation 1.10 can

be expressed as:

dy=-2RTTdlnC (1.11)

Figure 1.7:

C16TAB [moi L1]

Surface tension as a function of the concentration of hexadecyltrimethyl-

ammonium bromide in water. Adapted from Goodwin (43).

1.5.2. Origin of surfactants in the environment

A wide range of different surfactants are synthesized and used for diverse industrial

purposes. Beside their role as detergents in households they are utilized in many industrial

applications (44). For instance, they are needed in the paper and textile industry, mainly

because of their detergent capacity. The oil industry has developed methods using

surfactants in order to increase the oil recovery in existing wells through oil

emulsification. Ionic surfactants are widely employed in ore flotation. Surfactants are also

common ingredients in the food industry for many different purposes. In agriculture they

are used mainly as ingredients of commercial formulations of pesticides. For instance,

surfactants increase the effectiveness of herbicides by improving their wetting properties.

With all this applications it is not surprising that many recalcitrant surfactants are found in

the environment as contaminants.
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However, not all surface acting compounds found in the environment are

synthetic. Naturally occurring surfactants, known as biosurfactants, are biologically

produced by many living organism including bacteria, fungi, algae, plants, and animals.

Their composition and exudation by bacteria depend on pH, nutrient composition,

substrate, and temperature. They posseses similar chemical and physical characteristics as

synthetic surfactants, however, they are mainly anionic or neutral and are highly

biodegradable. Their hydrophobic moieties can contain saturated or unsaturated

hydroxylated fatty acids, fatty acids or fatty alcohols, and their hydrophilic parts can be

made of mono-, oligo- or polysaccharides, peptides or proteins (45). As an example, the

biosurfactant dirhamnolipid (RhL2) produced by Pseudomonas aeruginosa is shown in

Figure 1.8. Rhamnolipids are among the best characterized biosurfactants.

y
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Figure 1.8: Structure of the biosurfactants dirhamnolipid (RhL2) produced by Pseudomonas

aeruginosa.

In undisturbed and contaminated soils, a wide range of diverse bacteria were found

to produce biosurfactants suggesting that their production must be involved in important

survival mechanisms (46). For example, the production of biosurfactants by bacteria was

shown to be enhanced under nutrient stress (47). Root mucilage of maize, lupin, and

wheat were found to contain powerful biosurfactants, mainly phospholipids, which

reduced the surface tension of mucilage solutes from 74 to 48 mN m"1 for solute

concentrations higher than 0.7 mg ml"1 (48, 49). Biosurfactants have been shown to

significantly modify the physicochemical conditions in the rhizosphere. As an illustration,

biosurfactants reduce the surface tension of soil solutions and increase the water potential
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allowing plants to extract more water from the soil (49). Besides changing physical

properties of soils such as water release and hydraulic conductivity, biosurfactants also

influence biogeochemical processes. For instance, desorption of phosphate was increased

in presence of lecithin, therefore, rising the soluble concentration and enhancing the

bioavailability of phosphate (49).

Many biosurfactants are used in soil remediation techniques because of their

ability to emulsify non-aqueous phase liquid (NAPLs) and to enhance the biodegradability

of hydrophobic contaminants such as PAHs (50). Some biosurfactants have been shown to

be capable of removing cadmium, lead and zinc from soils (51).

1.5.3. Forces involved in the adsorption of surfactants on mineral

surfaces

Adsorption of surfactants on mineral surfaces involves different forces. The total

adsorption density (fg in moles/ cm2) in the Stern layer 8 can be written as (52):

Ys - IC exp
{ RT )

(1.12)

where / is the effective length of the chain (in cm), C the bulk concentration of the

surfactant (in moles/cm3), T the absolute temperature, R the gas constant and AG°atis the

standard free energy of adsorption. Various interactions contribute to AG°adS (52):

AG ads = AG elec + AG chem+ AG hydroph (1-13)

where AG0eieC arises from electrostatic interactions, which plays an important role when

ionic surfactant adsorb on oppositely charged surfaces. AG°chem accounts for the energy of

chemisorption (specific bonding). AG°hydroph is the energy gained upon association of

hydrocarbon chains of neighboring surfactant molecules on the surface. The contribution

of AG°hydroph, above a concentration threshold leads to an increased adsorption due to

cooperative adsorption of surfactant molecules. Note, that the adsorption of siderophores

is driven by the same three contributions.
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1.5.4. Adsorption isotherms of anionic surfactants on oppositely

charged surfaces

Adsorption isotherms are obtained by measuring the surface excess of surfactants as a

function of the surfactant concentration in solution at constant conditions (pH, I, T).

Commonly, the isotherms plotted in a log-scale are linear at very low surfactant

concentrations, followed by an increase and then a decrease in slope, until they reach an

adsorption maximum at high concentrations. Somasundaran and Fuerstenau (53) proposed

a four-region model, also known as the reverse orientation model, to interpret these

changes in slope when the adsorption isotherm is plotted in a log-log scale. The advantage

of using a log-log scale is that the features at low concentration are better visible.

u
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Figure 1.9: The four-region (or reverse orientation) model of ionic surfactant adsorption on

oppositely charged surfaces. Adapted from Fan et al. (54).

A schematic representation of an adsorption isotherm of ionic surfactants onto oppositely

charged surfaces is given in Figure 1.9. In region I, surfactant molecules adsorb by

specific and electrostatic attraction between the charged head groups and the opposite

charged surface. In region II, surfactants form aggregates due to hydrophobic interactions

between hydrocarbon chains (AG°hydroph)- This additional force enhances the adsorption of

surfactants, leading to an increased slope of the isotherm. The formed aggregates are

hemimicelles (Figure 6), where the heads of the surfactants are close to the surface and the
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hydrophobic tails are directed toward the solution (54, 55). Therefore, formation of

hemimicelles increases the hydrophobicity of the surface (56). With increasing

concentration admicelles (Figure 6) form on the surface with a second layer of monomers

adsorbed with the surfactant heads directed toward the solution. In region III, the surface

excess is thought to result from the growth of existing aggregates. At this region surface

charges are compensated by adsorbed monomers. Therefore, hydrophobic forces dominate

further surfactant adsorption. The presence of head-groups facing toward solution renders

the surface hydrophilic again. In region IV, the adsorption is constant and the CMC is

reached. A bilayered structure is assumed to be formed.

1.5.5. Structure of adsorbed surfactants on hydrophilic surfaces

The structure at the molecular level of adsorbed surfactants on mineral surfaces is a

subject of ongoing research. Below the CMC, techniques such as electrokinetics and

coagulation experiments revealed that surfactants form hemimicelles (57, 58). Above the

CMC, several type of structures have been proposed: uniform bilayers (59), patchy

bilayers (60), and spherical aggregates (61). The application of atomic force microscopy

(AFM) to the study of surfactants aggregates on mineral surfaces provided direct images

of such self-assembled structures. One study confirmed the presence of spherical

aggregates of tetradecyl trimethylammonium bromide (ChTAB"1") on silica at

concentrations above the CMC (62). The spacing between the spheres increased with

decreasing pH due to protonation of SiO" groups on the silica surface at low pH. The

adsorption of the same surfactant on mica revealed a structure consisting of meandering

stripes.
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Figure 1.10: Adsorption of d4TAB+ (1.8 mM) on mica in the presence of 10 mM KBr. (a)

AFM image, (b) schematic representation of cylindrical structures of adsorbed

Ci4TAB+. Adapted from Ducker and Wanless (63).

Considering the thickness of the adsorbed layer (roughly twice the length of the

monomers (64)), Manne et al. (62) proposed that the adsorbed surfactant aggregates in the

form of full cylinders. In Figure 1.10 an AFM image is shown accompanied by a

schematic representation of cylindrical aggregates. Formation of cylinders at surfactant

concentrations below the CMC have also been observed (65). Lamont et al. (65) show that

the type of aggregates can change from spherical to cylindrical with increasing surfactant

concentrations. Or, for constant surfactant but increasing salt concentrations, bilayered

structures can transform into cylindrical ones. Moreover, with increasing time, cylindrical

structures transform into planar bilayers with stronger bonds between the surfactants and

the surface (65).

These results suggest that the organization of surfactants on mineral surfaces is

very dynamic. Moreover the interactions of surfactant molecules with surfaces depend

greatly on electrostatic forces and on the nature of the surface. Until now, such

observations were realized on relatively flat and homogeneous surfaces. On mineral

surfaces such as goethite, presenting porous, and rough surfaces, the surfactant aggregates

formed might be present in different structures that are influenced by the morphology of

the surface.
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1.5.6. Effects of surfactants on physico-chemical properties of

mineral surfaces

1.5.6.1. Effects on the electrokinetic properties

The adsorption of ionic surfactants on solid phases strongly affects the physico-chemical

characteristics of the surface. On one hand, adsorbed ionic surfactant on oppositely

charged surfaces affect the Stern layer and other aspects of the electrical double layer

including its electrokinetic properties. Figure 1.11 (66) shows the influence of anionic

surfactants (sodium dodecyl sulfate and sodium dodedyl sulfonate) and an indifferent

electrolyte (NaNCy on the electrophoretic mobility of colloidal hematite particles as a

function of pH. At pH 9.2, the isoelectric point (i.e.p.) corresponding to the point of zero

charge (p.z.c.) of hematite is reached. In presence of surfactants, at about pH 8.2 there is a

sharp deviation from the sodium nitrate curve. This indicates the onset of surfactant

adsorption by specific and electrostatic interactions. As the pH is lowered, the

electrophoretic mobility decreases until a second i.e.p. is reached at pH 7.5. At this point,

in the Stern layer, the surface charges are compensated by adsorbed surfactants. With

further decrease in pH, the electrophoretic mobility reverses, indicating that there is an

excess of negative charges in the Stern layer. In presence of surfactants and in the absence

of specific adsorption (inner-sphere), this reversal can be explained by the formation of

bilayered aggregates (admicelles) on the mineral surface. The presence of negatively

charged groups facing toward the solution creates a "new" electrical double layer between

the negative surfactant heads and the bulk solution, which is observed by electrophoretic

mobility measurements. This dramatic effect of surfactants on the electrophoretic mobility

can also be observed at constant pH for increasing surfactant concentrations. Figure 1.12

presents the electrophoretic mobility of goethite in presence of the anionic surfactant

sodium dodecyl benzene sulfonate (DBS) for pH 4 and 10 (67). At pH 10, the

electrophoretic mobility stays almost constant around - 32 mV, indicating that no

adsorption occurs due to repulsive interactions between the surfactant (negatively

charged) and the surface (negatively charged). However, the surface is positively charged

at pH 4 and the electrophoretic mobility decreases from + 20 to - 32 mV as the surfactant

concentration increases. As mentioned earlier, this reversal is due to the formation of

admicelles that modify the electrical double layer on the coated goethite surface.
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Figure 1.11: The electrophoretic mobility of monodispersed hematite as a function of pH in

0.001 M sodium nitrate and in 0.0001 M sodium dodecyl sulfate and 0.0001 M

sodium dodecyl sulfonate with sodium nitrate as the electrolyte. Adapted from

Fuerstenau and Colic (66).
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Figure 1.12: Zeta-potential (electrophoretic mobility) of cc-FeOOH as a function of increasing

concentrations of the anionic surfactant sodium dodecyl benzene sulfonate.

Adapted from Guo and Zhang (67).
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1.5.6.2. Effects on the surface hydrophobicity

The adsorption of surfactants also influences the hydrophobicity of a mineral surface.

When the surfactants adsorb with their hydrophilic groups close to the surface and their

hydrophobic tails directed toward solution, the surface acquires hydrophobic properties.

The maximum hydrophobicity occurs when the mineral surface charge is neutralized by

adsorbed surfactants, i.e., at the i.e.p. For instance, hematite suspensions in presence of

increasing concentrations of anionic surfactants become unstable close to the i.e.p and can

be completely extracted into an organic phase (hexane) (66).

1.5.6.3. Effects on the surface charge

During adsorption of anionic surfactants on positive charged surfaces some authors

observed a change in solution pH (68, 69). At low surfactant coverage and low salt

concentrations, the adsorption of surfactant molecules resulted in a strong increase in H+

adsorption leading to the observed increase in pH.
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Figure 1.13: Surface charge of silica as a function of the surface excess of dodecylpyridinium

chloride (DPC) measured in 0.001 M KCl at pH 7 and 9. The line has a slope of 1.

T0 is the surface charge expressed as T0 = a0 / F, were F is the faraday constant

and Ts is the adsorbed amount of surfactant. Adapted from Goloub et al. (70).
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Goloub et al. (70) expanded this interesting result by comparing the surface charge vs. the

surface excess of surfactants (Figure 1.13). Figure 1.13 shows that for low surfactant

concentrations the surface charge is higher than the adsorbed amount of surfactant. As

soon as the surfactant adsorption increases, the surface charge rises. The authors proposed

that the adsorption of surfactant molecules induces the ionization of nearby hydroxyl

groups on the surface. When the slope of the curve is close to unity, the creation of

negative sites on the surface coincides with the amount of adsorbed surfactants.
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2. Research objectives and approach

As explained in Chapter 1, siderophore-promoted dissolution of Fe(III) oxyhydroxides is

an important strategy to enhance the bioavailability of iron for plants and microorganisms.

Siderophore-promoted dissolution is a surface-controlled process, where the adsorption of

siderophores to the iron oxide surface leads to the detachment of a soluble iron-

siderophore complex. Thus, any factors affecting the conditions at the mineral surface

may also influence dissolution rates. Since (bio-)surfactants greatly affect the physico-

chemical properties of mineral surfaces and they are produce by plant roots and

microorganisms in the rhizosphere it is liketlly that surfactant affect the Hgand-promoted

dissolution. Although many researcher have studied the adsorption of surfactants on

mineral surfaces and the ligand-promoted dissolution process, until now there is not

studies on the influence of surfactants on the such a surface controlled process.

These thesis present a pioneering work where the influence of (bio-) surfactants on the

ligand-promoted of hydroxide surfaces was investigated. The main research objectives of

this work were:

to investigate the influence of (bio-)surfactants on the adsorption of the

siderophores DFOB and DFOD and the ligand EDTA as well as their iron

complexes on goethite (a-FeOOH), which was used as model compound for

iron hydroxide minerals in soils,

to investigate the siderophore-promoted dissolution of goethite as influenced

by increasing surfactant concentrations,

to investigate the effects of surfactant on the speciation of the ligand on the

mineral surface.

The chosen surfactants are the synthetic sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS), which has

been used in previous studies on surfactant adsorption on mineral surfaces and the

biosurfactants mono- and di-rhamnolipid (RhLl and RhL 2) produced by the bacteria

Pseudomonas aeruginosa. The hydroxamate siderophores desferoxamine B and D

(DFOB and DFOD) were chosen because they have a similar chemical structure but
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different charge. DFOB has a terminal amine group which has a pKa of 8.51. In DFOD,

the terminal group is acetylated and does not protonate. Using these two siderophores

should provide valuable insights on the importance of electrostatic and hydrophobic

interactions between siderophores and surfactants. Adsorption and dissolution

experiments were performed in batch reactors at pH 6 with increasing surfactant

concentrations.

The results of the investigation are divided in 3 chapters. In Chapter 3, in order to

estimate the impact of surfactant on the ligand promoted dissolution of hydroxides, the

influence of SDS on the adsorption of the siderophore DFOB on goethite and the resulting

ligand-promoted dissolution at pH 6 is investigated. To study in more detail the

interactions of surfactants and ligand at the mineral surface, in Chapter 4 the influence of

SDS on the adsorption of the two siderophores DFOB and DFOD and the ligand EDTA as

well as their iron complexes on goethite is considered. And finally in Chapter 5, the

ligand-promoted dissolution of goethite in the presence of DFOB, DFOD, EDTA as

influenced by SDS is presented. In order to study the influence of SDS on the surface

speciation of ligands the system boehmite (y-A100H) and the ligand 8-hydroxyquiniline-

5-sulfonic acid is presented as well as the effect of surfactant on the surface protonation of

goethite. Chapter 6 gives the general conclusion of this work.
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3. Low concentrations of surfactants enhance

siderophore-promoted dissolution of goethite

3.1. Abstract

Surface-active agents (surfactants) are released by many soil bacteria and plant roots and

are also important as environmental contaminants. Their presence at interfaces could

influence important biogeochemical processes in soils such as ligand-promoted

dissolution, an important process in biological iron acquisition. To investigate their

potential influence on ligand-promoted dissolution of iron oxides, we studied the

dissolution kinetics of goethite (a-FeOOH) at pH 6 in the presence of the bacterial

siderophore desferrioxamine B (DFOB) and the anionic surfactant sodium dodecyl sulfate

(SDS). The adsorption isotherm of SDS on goethite showed an increase in the slope for

concentrations ranging between 300 and 400 U.M SDS in solution. This adsorption

increase suggested the onset of admicelle formation. Adsorption of DFOB onto goethite

increased strongly with increasing concentrations of adsorbed SDS. Small concentrations

of SDS (5 uM) resulted in a 3-fold acceleration of DFOB-controlled goethite dissolution

in the presence of 80 uM DFOB, compared to the suspensions without SDS. The effects

of SDS on the goethite dissolution rates were less pronounced at higher SDS

concentrations, and became negligible above 600 u.M total SDS. The dissolution rates of

goethite were not proportional to the adsorbed DFOB concentrations, as would be

expected for ligand-promoted dissolution. We speculate that increasing concentrations of

adsorbed SDS result in a change in DFOB surface speciation from inner-sphere to outer-

sphere complexes and, consequently, the ligand-promoted dissolution rates are not

linearly related to the adsorbed DFOB concentration. Our results provide the first

evidence for an important role of biosurfactants in biological iron acquisition involving

siderophores.

This chapter has been published as:

Carrasco, N., Kretzschmar, R., Pesch, M-L., Kraemer S.M., 2007, Low concentrations of surfactants

enhance siderophore-promoted dissolution of goethite, Environ. Sei &TechnoL, 41, 3633-3638.
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3.2. Introduction

Surface-active agents (surfactants) are organic molecules with amphiphilic properties that

arise from hydrophobic (tail) and hydrophilic (head) structural moieties. The head can be

anionic, cationic, nonionic, and zwitteronic (i.e., bearing both positive and negative

charges). Due to these properties, surfactants sorb to gas-water and mineral-water

interfaces by hydrophobic and/or electrostatic interactions. A wide variety of synthetic

and naturally occurring surfactants can be found in the environment. For example, many

soil bacteria are known to release biosurfactants (1, 2). The production of surfactants by

bacteria was shown to be particularly high under nutrient stress conditions (3). Also, the

mucilage produced by root tips of plants was shown to contain biosurfactants (4), which

may play an important role in biogeochemical processes in the rhizosphere. Synthetic

surfactants, which are used in many technical applications, can often be found as

contaminants in lakes, rivers, and sewage-sludge amended soils (5).

The adsorption of surfactants onto mineral surfaces has been studied intensively

during the past decades (6-10). The dominant adsorption mechanisms of ionic surfactants

onto oppositely charged mineral surfaces change with increasing surfactant

concentrations. At very low concentrations, the surfactant molecules adsorb by

electrostatic forces between the charged hydrophilic head groups and oppositely charged

mineral surfaces, i.e., by an ion exchange mechanism. Under these conditions the

hydrophobic tails are directed toward the solution. Increasing surfactant concentrations at

the mineral surface give rise to hydrophobic interactions between the hydrophobic tails of

surfactant monomers leading to the formation of clusters (hemimicelles) that act as

hydrophobic patches on the surface. A further increase of the surfactant concentrations

triggers the formation of surfactant bilayers (admicelles) on the surface with the

hydrophilic head groups of the second layer directed toward the solution. The

accumulation of charged surfactants by hydrophobic interactions at the mineral surface

causes a reversal of particle surface charge as evidenced by electrophoretic mobility

measurements. Finally, a complete bilayer of surfactants can be formed on the mineral

surface at high surfactant concentrations. It is important to note that admicelle formation

is a surface-induced process that occurs well below the critical micelle concentration

(CMC) of the surfactant in solution. The exact shape of the resulting adsorption isotherms
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depends on many factors, such as the chemical structure of the surfactant (e.g., functional

groups, length of the hydrophobic tail), the properties of the mineral surface (e.g., surface

charge, surface functional groups, surface roughness), and solution properties (e.g., pH,

ionic strength). Excellent reviews on these issues are available in the literature (11-13).

As discussed above, the adsorption of surfactants strongly alters the

hydrophilic/hydrophobic properties and the surface charge of the particles (14, 15). The

underlying hypothesis of this work is that these alterations may have pronounced effects

on biogeochemical processes occurring at mineral surfaces in the environment. For

example, the presence of surfactants in the rhizosphere may profoundly alter mineral

weathering, ligand-promoted dissolution reactions, and nutrients adsorption, and thereby

influence nutrient acquisition by plants and microorganisms. To our knowledge, the

possible influence of surfactants on mineral dissolution reactions in the presence of

biogenic organic ligands has not yet been studied.

In this context we investigated the effect of surfactants on biological iron

acquisition processes involving siderophores. Siderophores are organic ligands which

have an extremely high affinity for Fe(III) and lead to enhanced iron oxide dissolution

(16). They are produced by bacteria, fungi, and graminaceous plants to overcome

limitations in Fe(III) bioavailability due to low solubility and slow dissolution of soil iron

oxides, hydroxides, and oxohydroxides (17-19). Currently hundreds of structurally distinct

siderophores are known (20). We used desferoxamine B (DFOB), a trihydroxamate

siderophore commonly found in soils (21). Below pH 8, the DFOB molecule is singly

positively charged due to a protonated amine group (Figure 3.1). DFOB
"

forms very

stable 1:1 complexes with Fe3+ completely satisfying the inner coordination sphere of

iron, with a formation constant of 1030'7 (/ = 0.1 M) (22). Siderophores adsorb on iron

hydroxide surfaces and accelerate iron oxide dissolution by a ligand-promoted dissolution

mechanism (23). Ligand-promoted dissolution is a surface controlled process, where the

precursor of the rate-determining dissolution reaction step is assumed to be an inner-

sphere surface complex (24) between the ligand and an iron center at the oxide surface.
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Figure 3.1: (a) Structure of cationic siderophore desferrioxamine B (DFOB). The positively

charged NH3+ group has a pA'a value of 8.51. The three hydroxyl groups have pKa

values of 8.73, 8.99, and 10.01, respectively (25). (b) Structure of the anionic

surfactant sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS) with a p/Ta of 2.3 (26).

The objective of our study was to investigate the influence of an anionic surfactant,

sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS), on the dissolution rate of goethite (a-FeOOH) in the

presence of DFOB. The synthetic surfactant SDS was chosen because its adsorption onto

mineral surfaces has been studied previously (15, 27, 28) and it has negatively charged

head groups, comparable to many biosurfactants.

3.3. Materials and Methods

3.3.1. Preparation of goethite

All aqueous solutions in this work were prepared with high-purity deionized water (Milli-

Q, Millipore, 18 Mßcm). Goethite (a-FeOOH) was synthesized following the method of

Schwertmann and Cornell (29). Briefly, 100 mL of freshly prepared 1 M Fe(N03)3 were

mixed rapidly with 180 mL of 5 M KOH. The precipitated hydrous ferric iron was

immediately diluted to 2 L with deionized water and heated in a closed polyethylene flask

at 70 °C for 60 h. Afterward, the solid phase was washed several times and freeze-dried.
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The formation of a-FeOOH was confirmed by powder X-ray diffraction analysis. The

specific surface area was determined to be 38 m2g"' using a multipoint N2-BET adsorption

method (surface area analyzer Gemini 2360, Mircromeritics, Belgium).

3.3.2. Adsorption of SDS

The adsorption of SDS (Fluka, Switzerland) to goethite was measured in batch

experiments at pH 6.0 ± 0.05 (25 °C). All experiments were conducted well below the

critical micelle concentration (CMC) which is 3.1 xlO'3 M SDS at 25 °C in 0.01 M NaCl

(30). In preliminary experiments, we found that the adsorbed amounts of SDS always

reached constant values within a 24 h equilibration period, which was, therefore,

employed in all further experiments. To measure the adsorption isotherm of SDS to

goethite, 20 mL aliquots of a goethite suspension in 0.01 M NaClCu (Fluka, Switzerland)

were preequilibrated on an end-over-end shaker overnight and adjusted to pH 6.0 ± 0.05.

All samples were wrapped in aluminum foil to exclude light. Then, 5 mL of a 0.01 M

NaClC>4 solution containing different concentrations of SDS were added, and the

suspensions were equilibrated again for 24 h on an end-over-end shaker. The range of the

final SDS concentration was 0 - 1600 u.M, and the solid concentration was 7.0 g/L. For

the analysis of equilibrium concentrations of dissolved SDS, 5 mL aliquots of each

suspension were filtered through 0.025 ^m cellulose nitrate membranes (Schleicher &

Schuell, Germany) using polycarbonate syringe filter holders. The dissolved SDS

concentrations were measured by capillary electrophoresis (CE) using a variable-

wavelength absorbance detector (Agilent, Germany). The CE method was developed by

modifying the method for fatty acids proposed by Roldan-Assad and Gareil (31). Details

about the modified CE method are provided in Appendix A Table Al. The adsorbed

concentrations of SDS were calculated from the difference between total and dissolved

SDS concentrations. Our procedure does not account for the possibility that a small

fraction of SDS may have been hydrolyzed to dodecanol, which would be measured as

adsorbed. However, at pH 6, below the CMC, and at room temperature, the hydrolysis of

SDS is extremely slow (32).
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3.3.3. Electrophoretic mobility

One mL of a well mixed goethite stock solution (1.25 g/L, 0.01 M NaClCU) was added to

49 mL of 0.01 M NaC104 with different SDS concentrations (0 - 600 \iM) and adjusted to

pH 6.0 ± 0.05. After 5 h on an end-over-end shaker, each batch reactor was submerged in

an ultrasonic bath for 2 min. Then 2 mL of the goethite suspension were pipetted into 3

mL cuvettes (Brand GmbH, Germany) and sonicated with an ultrasonic tip (Sonotrode

MS73, Bandelin Sonopils GM 2200, Berlin, Germany). The power and time of

ultrasonication were limited to 20% of the maximum output and 3 s, respectively, to

prevent foam formation. After sonication, the cuvettes were introduced into the zeta

potential analyzer (Zeta Pals, Brookhaven Instruments Corporation) and the

electrophoretic mobility was measured (average of five runs are reported).

3.3.4. Adsorption of DFOB as affected by SDS

The adsorption of desferrioxamine-B (DFOB) (Desferal®, Novartis, Switzerland) to

goethite was studied at pH 6 in the presence of different concentrations of SDS. Goethite

suspensions (8100 uL) with increasing SDS concentration in 0.01 M NaClÛ4 were

prepared, the vials wrapped in aluminum foil to exclude light, and preequilibrated on a

horizontal shaker for 72 h. Then, 900 \ih of a stock solution containing 800 uM DFOB

were added to each vial to obtain a total concentration of 80 uM DFOB, 7.0 g/L goethite

and 0 - 600 U.M SDS. If necessary, pH was readjusted to pH 6.0 ± 0.05 using small

volumes of dilute NaOH or HCl. After 24 h equilibration time, 5 mL aliquots of each

suspension were filtered through 0.025 u.m cellulose nitrate membranes as described

above. The dissolved concentrations of DFOB were analyzed by absorbance at 432 nm

wavelength (Cary 50 BIO UV-visible spectrophotometer, Varian) after addition of an

excess of Fe(III) to convert all DFOB to an Fe(III)-DFOB complex (23).

3.3.5. DFOB-Promoted dissolution of goethite

The effect of SDS on the DFOB-promoted goethite dissolution rate was investigated in

batch reactors at pH 6. Goethite suspensions (80 mL) containing increasing SDS

concentrations and 0.01 M NaC104 were prepared, wrapped in aluminum foil, and

equilibrated for 60 h at pH 6.0 ± 0.05 on an end-over-end shaker. Then, 20 mL of a DFOB
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stock solution (400 u.M, pH 6) were added to reach a final concentration of 80 uM DFOB,

2.5 g/L goethite and a range of total SDS concentrations (0 - 1500 u.M). If necessary, the

suspension pH was readjusted to pH 6.0 ± 0.05 using small volumes of dilute NaOH or

HCL Samples (5 mL) of the goethite suspensions were collected with a pipette at regular

time intervals over a period of 5 days. All samples were filtered as described above and

analyzed for dissolved Fe by inductively coupled plasma optical emission spectrometry

(ICP-OES, Vista-MPX, CDD Simultaneous, Varian, Australia).

3.4. Results and Discussion

3.4.1. Adsorption of SDS to goethite

Figure 3.2a shows the adsorption isotherm for SDS on goethite at pH 6. At low dissolved

SDS concentrations (<300 uM), the adsorbed amounts of SDS increased linearly with

increasing equilibrium concentration in solution. In this region of the isotherm, SDS

adsorption was most likely dominated by electrostatic attraction between the negatively

charged sulfate head group of SDS and the positively charged surface of goethite, which

had a point-of-zero-charge (PZC) near pH 8.3, as estimated from pH-dependent

electrophoretic mobility measurements (data not shown). This is consistent with published

PZC values for goethite ranging between 7.5 and 9.5 {33, 34). At around 300 - 400 uM of

dissolved SDS, the slope of the adsorption isotherm increased, indicating an increasing

importance of hydrophobic interactions and the formation of admicelles (i.e., bilayered

clusters) (35, 36). At dissolved SDS concentrations above 500 uM, the adsorption

isotherm approached a plateau level corresponding to an adsorption maximum of about

1.3 nmol/m". The various regions of the adsorption isotherm for SDS on goethite are not

as pronounced as previously reported for other surfactant-mineral systems (10, 37).

However, the observed adsorption behavior of SDS is consistent with the general

surfactant adsorption models proposed in the literature (8, 28).

The surface occupied by the bilayer on the goethite surface can be approximated

by considering the area covered by a single SDS head group (0.48 nm ) (38) multiplied by

half the maximum adsorbed number of molecules. By this estimate, only 19% of the

goethite surface would be covered by an SDS bilayer at the adsorption maximum.
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Using the charge distribution multi-site complexation (CD-MUSIC) model,

calculations with the computer program ECOSAT 4.7 (39) gave a net goethite surface

charge of 0.0297 C/m2 at pH 6 in 0.01 M NaC104. The parameters used were the same as

in Weng et al. (40), except for a surface area of 38 rrT/g and a pKa value of 8.3 for surface

hydroxyl groups. Considering that the molar charge of singly charged surfactant

molecules is 96485 C/mol, compensation of the mineral surface charge is reached at a

SDS surface concentration of 0.31 u.mol/m
.
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Figure 3.2: (a) Adsorption isotherms of SDS on goethite at pH 6 in 0.01 M NaC104 (7.0 g L"1

goethite, 24 h contact time goethite-SDS). Error bars indicate the standard

deviation of three replicates, (b) Electrophoretic mobility (EM) of goethite with

increasing SDS concentration at pH 6 in 0.01 M NaC104 (0.025 g L"1 goethite, 6 h

contact time goethite-SDS). Because the solid concentration was very small, the

total SDS concentrations can be directly compared to the dissolved equilibrium

SDS concentrations in (a).
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The surface charge reversal by SDS admicelle formation was confirmed by

electrophoretic mobility measurements. Figure 3.2b shows the electrophoretic mobility of

goethite at pH 6 as a function of increasing concentrations of SDS. Note, that the loss of

SDS from solution was minimal due to the low solid concentration (0.025 g/L). Therefore,

total SDS concentrations in this experiment can be directly compared with dissolved SDS

concentrations plotted in the adsorption isotherm (Figure 3.2a). In the absence of SDS, the

electrophoretic mobility of goethite was positive, which is expected considering that the

experimental pH 6 is below the point of zero charge of goethite. Increasing additions of

SDS caused a steady decrease in electrophoretic mobility, leading to particle charge

reversal at total SDS concentrations of about 150 u.M. It is generally assumed that charge

reversal by surfactant adsorption occurs with the onset of admicelle formation (28, 41).

Thus, our data suggest that admicelle formation already occurred in a SDS concentration

range below the concentration range where the slope of the adsorption isotherm increased.

However, the calculated surface excess corresponding to the neutralization of the surface

charge at pH 6 (0.31 [xmol/m ) was close to the surface excess expected at the SDS

concentration where the reversal of electrophoretic mobility occurred (Figure 3.2b).

Presumably, the various regions of surfactant adsorption, that have been described in the

literature (8), overlap with each other in our system, which may be due to the small

particle size, surface roughness, and polydispersity of the goethite.

The adsorption of SDS to goethite not only influences the surface charge of the

particles, but also the hydrophilic/hydrophobic properties of the surface. It has been

shown by Böhmer (42) and Fuerstenau (15) that the mineral surface is most hydrophobic

at surfactant concentrations leading to zero electrophoretic mobility, because then the

largest fraction of the surface is covered by hemimicelles creating hydrophobic patches

due to surfactant tails directed toward the solution. At higher concentrations, formation of

admicelles causes charge reversal and increases the hydrophilic character of the particle

surface by hydrophilic head groups directed toward the solution. These changes in surface

properties may strongly affect the adsorption behavior of other organic molecules, for

example, siderophores.
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3.4.2. Adsorption of DFOB affected by SDS

The adsorption of DFOB to goethite in the presence of increasing amounts of SDS is

presented in Figure 3.3. In the absence of SDS, the amount of DFOB adsorbed at pH 6

was 0.06 u.mol m 2, which is in good agreement with values reported by Kraemer (23) and

Cocozza (43) who reported a surface excess of 0.04 and 0.08 u.mol m"
, respectively.

Addition of SDS to goethite suspensions resulted in a pronounced increase in the

adsorption of DFOB. This increase of DFOB adsorption as a function of SDS

concentration was highest for small total SDS concentrations up to about 100 u.M

(corresponding to about 70 u.M dissolved SDS, see Figure 3), followed by a nearly linear

increase at higher SDS concentrations.
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Figure 3.3: Adsorption of DFOB on goethite with increasing SDS concentrations at pH 6 in

0.01 M NaC104 (80 uM DFOB, 7 g/L goethite, -72 h contact time goethite-SDS

prior to DFOB addition). Error bars indicate the standard deviation of three

replicates. The dissolved concentrations of SDS prior addition of DFOB can be

calculated using the SDS adsorption isotherm (Figure 3.2a).

Although the exact mechanisms of the interactions between adsorbed SDS and

DFOB on the surface of goethite still need to be explored, we offer a first hypothesis

addressing the observed effects. At pH 6, both the goethite surface and DFOB (Figure 3.1)

are positively charged. Despite the resulting electrostatic repulsion, DFOB adsorbs to

goethite by forming an inner-sphere surface complex (23, 44, 45). Adsorption of small

concentrations of the anionic SDS onto positively charged goethite by attractive
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electrostatic forces results in compensation of positive surface charges, which is supported

by our electrophoretic mobility measurements (Figure 3.2b). This, in turn, may facilitate

adsorption of DFOB, because the electrostatic repulsion between DFOB and the goethite

surface is decreased. Interestingly, formation of hemimicelles and admicelles at higher

SDS concentrations seemed to have no negative effect on DFOB adsorption. Instead, the

adsorbed amounts of DFOB steadily increased with increasing SDS concentration (Figure

3.3). The relevant interactions that may influence the adsorption of DFOB in the presence

of SDS are inner-sphere surface complexation between the ligand and iron surface

centers, electrostatic interactions with the mineral surface and with adsorbed SDS, and

hydrophobic interactions between the hydrophobic alkylammonium chain of DFOB and

surfactants tails. The relative importance of inner-sphere surface complexation as

adsorption mechanism is difficult to estimate based on adsorption measurements alone.

Positively charged DFOB molecules may also interact by electrostatic attraction with

negatively charged head groups of SDS in admicelles directed toward the solution. In

addition, adsorbed SDS may also influence DFOB adsorption by hydrophobic interactions

between the SDS tails and DFOB molecules (46). Whatever the exact adsorption

mechanisms are, the observed interactions are likely to affect the siderophore-promoted

dissolution rates of goethite.

3.4.3. DFOB-Promoted dissolution of goethite

The results of six typical dissolution experiments with SDS concentrations ranging

between 0 and 800 uM are shown in Figure 3.4. The DFOB concentration was 80 jaM in

all experiments, except for the concentrations 50 and 600 u.M SDS where no DFOB was

present. In the absence of DFOB, iron oxide dissolution was insignificant (-0.01 [aM Fe),

suggesting that SDS alone did not promote dissolution and that iron particles did not pass

through the 0.025 um filters. In the presence of 80 uM DFOB a significant dissolution of

goethite was observed. The dissolved iron concentration increased linearly with time,

which is expected for a dissolution reaction when the system is far from equilibrium (24,

47). The dissolution rates can be inferred from the slope of the linear increase in dissolved

iron concentration with time. Slopes were obtained by fitting the linear portion of the

curves by a linear regression (see Appendix A, Table A2). The resulting DFOB-promoted

dissolution rate in the absence of SDS at pH 6 is 2.2 nmol m"2h_1. Cocozza et al. (43)
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-2,-1

reported a dissolution rate of 3.8 nmol m" h" for goethite (0.5 g/L) in presence of 240 \xM

of DFOB at pH 6.5, which is within the same order of magnitude. Overall, dissolution

rates of goethite in the presence of DFOB reported in the literature range from 0.32 to 3.8

nmol m'2Kl, depending on the experimental conditions (23, 43, 48, 49).
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Figure 3.4: Dissolution of goethite at pH 6 in 0.01 M NaC104in the presence of 80 uM DFOB

and different concentrations of SDS. Only the suspensions with 50 and 600 fxM

SDS did not contain DFOB (2.5 g/L goethite). Error bars indicate the standard

deviation of three replicates. Dissolution rates corresponding to the slope of the

dissolution curves were determined by linear regression analysis (see Appendix

A, Table A2).

The addition of a small amount of SDS (5 ^iM) resulted in a strong increase in the

dissolution rate of goethite, leading to a much faster increase in the dissolved iron

concentration with time (Figure 3.4). However, increasing the SDS concentration further

(100 and 800 ^iM) did not result in further increases in the dissolution rate, but instead,

dissolution was slowed down to rates similar to the ones in absence of SDS.

Dissolution rates were determined as described above for all dissolution

experiments conducted in this study (Figure 3.5). The data clearly show that small

concentrations of SDS (<100 uM total) accelerated DFOB-promoted dissolution of

goethite by a factor of 3. At higher concentrations of SDS (>100 \iM total), the dissolution
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rates decreased again, but were always equal or higher than in the absence of SDS.
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Figure 3.5: DFOB-promoted dissolution rates of goethite at pH 6 in 0.01 M NaC104 as

influenced by the concentration of SDS (80 uM DFOB, 2.5 g/L goethite, ~ 68 h

contact time goethite-SDS prior to DFOB addition). Error bars indicate the

standard deviation of three replicates. The inset shows the dissolution rates for the

lower concentration range of SDS. The dissolved concentrations of SDS prior

addition of DFOB can be calculated using the SDS adsorption isotherm (Figure

3.2a).

By comparing the adsorbed amounts of DFOB in the presence of SDS (Figure 3.3)

with the DFOB-controlled dissolution rates (Figure 3.5), it becomes evident that there is

no linear relationship between the adsorbed DFOB concentration and the dissolution rate

of goethite. A rate law for ligand-promoted dissolution developed by Furrer (50) states

that the dissolution rate Rl is proportional to the adsorbed ligand concentration [L]ads and

a dissolution rate constant kL

^L = ^L [L]ads (1)

In the absence of surfactants, siderophore-controlled dissolution has been demonstrated to

follow this rate law, even in the presence of additional organic ligands such as oxalate (51,

52). The observation of a nonlinear relationship between the adsorbed DFOB
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concentration and the dissolution rate of goethite with increasing SDS concentrations

could be interpreted as a shift in the rate coefficient k]_. Shifting rate coefficients of EDTA

promoted dissolution with pH have been explained by changes in the surface speciation of

the ligand (53). Similarly, the adsorption of SDS and the formation of hemimicelles and

admicelles may affect the surface speciation of DFOB. As discussed above, DFOB is

adsorbed by formation of inner-sphere surface complexes when no SDS is present. Small

concentrations of SDS (<100 uM total) were shown to enhance DFOB adsorption (Figure

3.3) and the DFOB-promoted dissolution rate (Figure 3.5). In this concentration range of

SDS, DFOB may still be adsorbed primarily by formation of inner-sphere surface

complexes, thus leading to enhanced DFOB-promoted dissolution. At higher SDS

concentrations, however, DFOB may increasingly be adsorbed by other mechanisms such

as hydrophobic interactions with SDS tails and electrostatic attraction to negatively

charged SDS heads groups in bilayers, at the cost of inner-sphere surface complexes.

Since the formation of an inner-sphere surface complex is the first step in ligand-

promoted dissolution, DFOB molecules sorbed by these other mechanisms would not

contribute to goethite dissolution. Therefore, dissolution rates may decrease with

increasing SDS concentrations, despite the overall increased DFOB adsorption. However,

since only 19% of the surface would be potentially covered by a SDS bilayer, DFOB can

still interact freely with the rest of the surface leading to goethite dissolution, explaining

why the dissolution rates at high surfactant concentrations are not smaller than in the

absence of SDS. It seems possible that other factors such as readsorption of Fe-DFOB

complexes or SDS induced changes in surface proton activity may also contribute to the

interactions between SDS and DFOB on the goethite surface. Understanding these

complex but important interactions will require additional research.

3.5. Environmental implications

Our results suggest that small concentrations of surfactants can have profound effects on

surface-controlled biogeochemical reactions in the environment. The example studied

here showed that siderophore-promoted dissolution of goethite is significantly enhanced

in the presence of small concentrations of SDS, an anionic surfactant. This may play a

significant role in the acquisition of iron by microorganisms and plants releasing

siderophores, because many of these organisms also produce and release biosurfactants.
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Our data show that the simple rate-laws that have been developed for ligand-promoted

dissolution of oxides need to take into account changes in the rate coefficients caused by

the presence of adsorbed surfactants. Therefore, proper parameterization of rate laws in

the presence of surfactants is a prerequisite for modeling natural systems such as the plant

rhizosphere.
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4. Adsorption of hydroxamate siderophores and EDTA to

goethite in the presence of the surfactant SDS

4.1. Abstract

To overcome the low solubility of iron in oxic environments many microorganisms exude

siderophores, ligands with a high specificity for Fe(III), which enhance the bioavailability

of iron through ligand-promoted dissolution of iron oxides. Siderophore-promoted iron

acquisition mostly occurs in the presence of other organic molecules including

biosurfactants, which can influence the adsorption of siderophores on iron oxides. We

investigated the influence of the anionic surfactant sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS) on the

adsorption of the siderophores DFOB (cationic) and DFOD (neutral) and the ligand

EDTA (anionic) on goethite (a-FeOOH). We also studied the adsorption of the

corresponding 1:1 Fe(III)-ligand complexes, which are products of the dissolution

process. The adsorption of the two free siderophores increased in a similar fashion with

increasing surfactant concentration, despite their difference in charge. In contrast, the

adsorption of EDTA was not influenced by SDS, except for a small decrease of adsorption

at the highest SDS concentration (600 [aM total SDS). Also, the adsorption of Fe-DFOB

and Fe-DFOD complexes increased with increasing SDS concentrations, while the

adsorption of Fe-EDTA decreased. These results suggest that hydrophobic interactions

between adsorbed surfactants and siderophores are more important than electrostatic

interactions. However, for molecules without hydrophobic moieties, such as EDTA and its

iron complex, the influence of SDS on their adsorption seems to depend on their tendency

to form inner-sphere or outer-sphere complexes. Our results demonstrate that surfactants

have a strong influence on 70the adsorption of siderophores to Fe oxides, with important

implications for siderophore-promoted dissolution of iron oxides and biological iron

acquisition by microorganisms and plants.

This chapter has been submitted for publication in Environ. Sei. &Technol. :

Carrasco, N., Kraemer S.M., Xu J., Kretzschmar, R. Adsorption of hydroxamate siderophores and EDTA to goethite in

the presence of the surfactant sodium dodecyl sulfate (Submitted 2007).
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4.2. Introduction

The bioavailability of Fe(III) in oxic soils, sediments, and surface waters at neutral pH is

limited by the very low solubility and slow dissolution rates of iron oxides and

hydroxides. In order to overcome this low iron solubility, many microorganisms and roots

of graminaceous plants exude low molecular weight (0.5 to 1.5 kDa) highly Fe(III)-

specific ligands, the so-called siderophores (1-7). Hundreds of structurally distinct

siderophores are known, typically with ligating catecholate, carboxylate, a-

hydroxycarboxylate, or hydroxamate functional groups (4, 8). Most siderophores are

hexadentate and form 1:1 Fe(III)-complexes with formation constants in the range 1025 to

10 (9-11). Desferrioxamine-B (DFOB) presented in Figure 4.1 is an example of a

cationic (pH < 8) trihydroxamate siderophore found in both terrestrial and marine

systems.

An important function of siderophores in biological iron acquisition is the

acceleration of iron oxide dissolution (12). The rate of ligand-promoted dissolution is

often found to be proportional to the amount of adsorbed ligand and the adsorption of the

ligand by formation of inner-sphere complexes between the ligand and structural iron at

the oxide surface is the first and necessary step of a ligand-promoted dissolution

mechanism (13). Organic ligands and their complexes can adsorb on iron oxide surfaces

by inner-sphere or outer-sphere surface complexation. The observation of ligand-

promoted dissolution of iron oxides in the presence of siderophores has been interpreted

as evidence for the formation of such inner-sphere surface complexes (14).

The overall standard free energy change of the adsorption reaction, AG0, comprises

the contributions from the standard free energy change of chemisorption (AG°Chem), of

electrostatic interactions between the ligand and the charged surface (AG°eiec), and of

hydrophobic interactions (AG°hydroph) (15):

AG = AG chem + AG elec + AG hydroph (1)

By definition, AG Chetn accounts for the energy change due to specific interactions (inner-

sphere complexation). AG°eiec considers the energy change due to interactions of

electrostatic nature that can occur in inner- and/or outer-sphere mode of complexation. No
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electrostatic contribution (AG eiec) is expected for adsorption reactions that do not change

the charge distribution at the interface. Hydrophobic interactions among adsorbed ligands

can contribute to AG°hydroPh-

DFOB R=NH3+
DFOD R=NH2CH3CO

Figure 4.1: (a) Structure of the siderophores desferrioxamine-B (DFOB) and desferrioxamine-

D (DFOD). The terminating group R of DFOB is an amine group with a pKa of

8.4. The three hydroxyl groups have pKa values of 8.73, 8.99, and 10.1,

respectively {16). The terminating group R of DFOD is acetylated and has no

charge. The stability constant for Fe-DFOB and Fe-DFOD are 1030'7 and 1030'76,

respectively (1=0.IM) (17). (b) Structure of EDTA with pKa values of 2, 2.69,

6.13, and 9.52 (18). The dominant species under the experimental conditions is

doubly negatively charged, (c) Structure of the sodium salt of the anionic

surfactant dodecyl sulfate (SDS) with a pKa of 2.3 (19).

Surface-active agents (surfactants) are ubiquitous in natural systems (20, 21) and

potentially influence the free energy change of adsorption of siderophores (see Chapter 3).

Surfactants are structurally diverse organic compounds with amphiphilic properties

arising from a hydrophobic hydrocarbon chain (tail) and hydrophilic (head) structural

moieties in the same molecule. The head can be anionic, cationic, non-ionic or

zwitterionic (i.e., bearing both positive and negative charge). Synthetic surfactants occur
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in the environment as contaminants due to their widespread use in industrial processes and

as household detergents. In soils, bio-surfactants are produced by a range of

microorganisms (20, 21) and their production can be triggered by nutrient limitations (22,

23). Root mucilage was found to contain powerful bio-surfactants that affect

biogeochemical and physical processes in the rhizosphere (24).

Adsorption of ionic surfactants on oppositely charged mineral surfaces has been

the subject of intense research (25-30). It is well accepted that at low surface coverage,

anionic surfactant monomers adsorb on oppositely charged surfaces by electrostatic and

specific forces. With increasing surfactant concentration, surfactant molecules form

hemimicelles (monolayered clusters) or admicelles (bilayered clusters) on the surface by a

combination of electrostatic and hydrophobic forces. At still higher concentrations,

adsorption reaches a plateau around the CMC where admicelles prevail. Surfactant

adsorption on mineral surfaces changes the physico-chemical properties of the interface.

For instance, at low concentration, hemimicelles with surfactant heads close to the surface

and tails directed towards solution increase the hydrophobicity of the surface. Admicelles

with a second layer of adsorbed surfactant with the head toward the solution lead to

surface charge reversal. As an example, the adsorption isotherm of the anionic surfactant

sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS, Figure 4.1c) onto goethite is presented in Figure 3.1 in

Chapter 3.

The dramatic effects of adsorbed surfactants on surface charge and hydrophobicity

has important implications for the adsorption of siderophores and their iron complexes. In

Chapter 3, we observed that the adsorption of DFOB to goethite increased with increasing

concentrations of sodium dodecyl sulfate. Moreover, the presence of low surfactant

concentrations resulted in a 3-fold acceleration of the dissolution rates. In order to better

understand the nature of the interactions responsible for the observed effects, we studied

the influence of SDS on the adsorption of various complexing ligands to goethite and the

effect of surfactants on the free energy terms of ligand adsorption.

Applying Equation 1, the influence of surfactants on the adsorption of organic

ligand and their iron complexes can be conceptually separated into their effects on the free

energy terms AG°chen„ AG°eiec, and AG0hydrOph. Therefore, we chose ligands with

contrasting charge and hydrophobicity and their iron complexes in order to explore how
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electrostatic and hydrophobic interactions with surfactants affect their adsorption. The

dominant EDTA2" species at pH 6 is highly hydrophilic and negatively charged. The two

siderophores contain a hydrophobic pentyl chain that is terminated by a positively charged

(at the experimental pH) amine group in the case of DFOB+ that is acetylated and

uncharged in the case of DFOD0 (Figure 4.1a, when relevant, the charge of the main

species is indicated in the following discussion). Considering the structural distance of the

modified terminal group to the hydroxamate groups of DFOB and DFOD, we assume that

this modification has little effect on the properties of ligating groups. This assumption was

supported by the observation of similar stability constants for their iron complexes in

solution (see caption Figure 4.1). Therefore, the chemical interactions with surface sites as

expressed by AG°chem were expected to be equal for both siderophores. Similarly, we

expected that any difference in the effect of co-adsorbed surfactants on DFOB and DFOD

adsorption would be due to electrostatic or hydrophobic effects. The third ligand, EDTA

(ethylenediaminetetra-acetic acid, Figure 4.1b), was chosen because it is a negatively

charged, strongly hydrophilic ligand. All three ligands accelerate iron oxide dissolution by

ligand-promoted dissolution mechanisms. Therefore, we also studied the adsorption of 1:1

iron-ligand complexes that are products of the dissolution process.

4.3. Materials and Methods

4.3.1. Preparation of goethite

Goethite (a-FeOOH) was synthesized following the method of Schwertmann and Cornell

(31). Briefly, 100 mL of freshly prepared 1 M Fe(N03)3 were mixed rapidly with 180 mL

of 5 M KOH. All solutions used in this study were prepared with high-purity water (Milli-

Q, Millipore, 18 MQcm). The precipitated hydrous ferric iron was immediately diluted to

2 L with deionized water and heated in a closed polypropylene flask at 70°C for 60 hours.

Afterwards, the precipitate was washed several times and freeze-dried. X-ray powder

diffraction confirmed the formation of a-FeOOH. The specific surface area was

determined as 38 m g" by a multipoint N2-BET adsorption method (surface area analyzer

Gemini 2360, Mircromeritics, Belgium). In Chapter 3, the isoelectric point was previously

determined to be at pH 8.3 by electrophoretic mobility measurements in presence of an

indifferent electrolyte (NaC104).
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4.3.2. Synthesis of desferrioxamine-D (DFOD)

Prior to the synthesis of DFOD, N-acetyl-0,0,0-triacetyl-desferrioxamin was synthesized

as follows. DFOB (6.4 g, 10 mmol) and ground anhydrous K2CO3 (3 g, 20 mmol) were

mixed with t^O-free N,N-dimethylformamide (25 mL). This suspension was heated to

70°C under nitrogen atmosphere for 30 min, then cooled to room temperature and diluted

with CH2CI2 (100 mL). To this suspension, a solution of acetic anhydride (4.1 g, 40

mmol) in 20 mL CH2CI2 was slowly added over a period of 30 min. The reaction mixture

was stirred for 4 h and filtered. The filtrate was successively extracted with water (2 x 50

mL), saturated aqueous NaHCC>3 solution (50 mL) and aqueous sodium chloride solution

(50 mL) and then dried over anhydrous Na2SC>4. The solvents were removed in vacuo, and

the N-acetyl-0,0,0-triacetyl-desferrioxamine was obtained as colorless thick oil (yield

6.7 g, 9.2 mmol, which correspond to 92% of the theoretical obtainable amount). Then,

the N-acetyl-0,0,0-triacetyl-desferrioxamine was dissolved in 100 mL of methanol,

cooled to 0 °C with an ice bath, and the solution was saturated with gaseous ammonia.

The solution was kept at room temperature for 4 h, and then refrigerated overnight. Crude

DFO-D was collected by filtration and re-crystallized twice from methanol/water for

purification. Pure DFOD was obtained as colorless crystalline material. 4.8 g of DFOD

were obtained corresponding to 84.7% of the theoretical obtainable amount. The melting

point was 180 ± 1°C. The relative composition of elements for C27H50N6O9 was found to

be: C, 53.93 (53.84); H, 8.44 (8.32); N, 13.76 (13.95) % (theoretical values are given in

parenthesis). Additional information on the characterization of DFOD is provided in

Appendix B.

4.3.3. Adsorption of free ligands in the presence of SDS

The adsorption of EDTA (Fluka, Switzerland) and the siderophore DFOD to goethite as a

function of increasing SDS (Fluka, Switzerland) concentrations was studied at pH 6 in 40

mL batch reactors. SDS concentrations were kept well below the critical micelle

concentration (CMC = 3.1 mM at 25°C in 0.01 M NaCl; (32)). 30 mL batches of goethite

(a-FeOOH) suspensions (solids concentrations of 2.5g/L; pH 6.0±0.05; 0.01 M NaC104)

containing SDS at various concentrations were prepared and pre-equilibrated for 68 hours

on an end-over-end shaker. Then, 10 mL of stock solutions containing 320 uM EDTA, or

DFOD in 0.01 M NaC104 at pH 6.0±0.05 were added to the suspensions. The total
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concentrations of EDTA, or DFOD were 80 uM in all batches and the total SDS

concentrations varied from 0 to 600 uM. If required, the suspension pH was readjusted to

6.0±0.05 by addition of small volumes of NaOH or HCL AU reactors were wrapped in

aluminum foil to avoid photochemical reactions. After 24 hours equilibration time on an

end-over-end shaker, 5 mL aliquots of each suspension were filtered through 0.025 urn

cellulose nitrate membranes using polycarbonate syringe filter holders (Schleicher &

Schuell, Germany). The concentration of adsorbed ligands was determined indirectly by

measuring the ligand concentration left in solution after filtration. DFOD was immediately

analyzed after filtration with a UV-visible spectrophotometer (Cary 50 BIO, Varian,

Australia) as an iron complex in the presence of an excess of Fe(III) at 432 nm as

described in (33). EDTA was also analyzed spectrophotometrically as iron complex

following a procedure described by Bhattach et al. (34). Blank experiments without

goethite were performed to monitor any losses due to adsorption of the ligands to the

vessel or filter, but no significant losses were observed. During the 24 h equilibration time

after the siderophore addition, some ligand-promoted dissolution of goethite must have

occurred. However, only small iron concentrations in the low micromolar range are

expected due to the slow dissolution rate of iron oxides at pH 6 in the presence of EDTA

(35) and siderophores (14).

4.3.4. Adsorption of Fe complexes in the presence of SDS

Stock solutions of 1:1 Fe-EDTA, Fe-DFOB and Fe-DFOD complexes (120 uM in 0.01 M

NaCKXO were prepared by dissolving Fe(N03)3*9H20 (Fluka, Switzerland) in a 0.01 M

NaClÛ4 solution and adding EDTA, DFOB, or DFOD solutions at equimolar

concentrations. The stock solutions were added to goethite suspensions pre-equilibrated

with SDS at pH 6.0±0.05. The suspension pH was readjusted to 6.0±0.05 with small

volumes of diluted NaOH or HCL The experimental set up was similar to the adsorption

experiments with free ligands as described above. The total concentration of Fe

complexes in all reactors was 30 uM, and 0-600 fiM SDS. The equilibration time after the

addition of the Fe complexes was 24 h. After filtration, the dissolved concentrations of

iron complexes left in solution were immediately analyzed by inductively coupled plasma

optical emission spectrometry (ICP-OES, Vista-MPX, CDD Simultaneous, Varian,

Australia) at the wavelength 238.2 nm. In some experiments the concentrations of 1:1 Fe
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complexes were also analyzed by UV-visible spectrophotometry. The lack of difference

between these two methods indicated the formation of 1:1 Fe-ligand complexes (see

Figure lb in Appendix B). In addition, Fe-DFOB adsorption isotherms were recorded

using a similar set-up in the presence of 0, 15, 800 ^M total SDS. Samples were taken 24

hours after the addition of the iron complex, filtered, and iron concentrations were

analyzed by ICP-OES.

4.4. Results and Discussion

4.4.1. Adsorption of free ligands

The influence of increasing SDS concentrations on the adsorption of EDTA and the

siderophores DFOB (data from Chapter 3) and DFOD is shown in Figure 4.2.
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Figure 4.2: Adsorption of EDTA and the siderophores DFOB (data from Chapter 3) and

DFOD onto goethite at pH 6 as a function of SDS concentration (0.01 M NaC104,

7 g/L goethite, 24 h equilibration time). The total ligand concentration was 80 ^M.

Error bars indicate the standard deviation of three replicates. Table 1 in Appendix

B gives total SDS concentrations and the corresponding SDS adsorbed amounts.

SDS had no effect on the adsorption of EDTA, except for a slight decrease of adsorbed

EDTA at the highest SDS concentration (600 uM). Considering the hydrophilic nature of

EDTA, hydrophobic interactions with co-adsorbed SDS are not expected. The doubly
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deprotonated EDTA2" (pKa3=6.13) is the dominant species in solution in the absence of

soluble iron at pH 6. The dominant surface species at the same pH is a triply deprotonated

singly charged binuclear inner-sphere surface complex =Fe2EDTA" (36).

The slight decrease of EDTA adsorption at the highest SDS concentration may

have resulted from competition between the ligand and the surfactant for adsorption sites

if SDS forms inner-sphere surface complexes via the sulfate head group. Sulfate can form

inner-and outer-sphere surface complexes on goethite depending on pH. At pH 6 the

dominant adsorption mechanism of sulfate on goethite is outer-sphere surface

complexation (37). Therefore, it is likely that SDS will also mainly adsorb by electrostatic

forces on the goethite surface at pH 6. Therefore, at relatively low surfactant

concentrations (< 600 uM total SDS) and assuming that SDS forms mainly outer-sphere

complexes on the goethite surface, little adsorption competition is expected between SDS

and EDTA. Also, one can stipulate that SDS can influence EDTA adsorption by

modifying the potential at the mineral water interface. Electrophoretic mobility

measurements showed a charge reversal upon formation of a surfactant bilayer (see

Chapter 3). However, electrophoretic mobility measurements probe the potential at the

plane of shear, which is expected to be above the surfactant bilayer. The electrostatic

contribution to the free energy change of inner-sphere adsorption depends on the work

involved in changing the surface potential at the plane of adsorption (38):

AG°elec = FAZ^o (2)

where F is the Faraday constant, AZ is the charge difference due to formation of the

surface species, and ¥0 is the surface potential. Under the assumption that EDTA forms

only inner-sphere complexes and that it can be treated as a point charge at the mineral

surface, equation (2) can be applied to EDTA adsorption. In this case, AG°e[ec for EDTA

only depends on the surface charge and not on the variations of the potential in the diffuse

layer resulting from the formation of hemimicelles and admicelles. The surface potential

does depend on the protonation state of the surface and it has been observed that the

adsorption of surfactants, especially at low concentrations, increases the protonation state

of the surface (39, 40). However, Nowack and Sigg (36) have shown that the adsorption

of EDTA as a binuclear complex on goethite is constant between pH 5 and 7, which is

consistent with our observation that possible SDS-induced small changes of the surface
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protonation state at pH 6 did not influence the adsorption of EDTA.

While adsorbed SDS had little influence on EDTA adsorption, a strong effect on

DFOB and DFOD adsorption was observed (Figure 4.2). The adsorption of DFOB and

DFOD increased strongly with increasing SDS concentrations. Despite their difference in

molecular charge, the effects of the anionic surfactant on the adsorption of DFOB+ and

DFOD0 were similar.

Cocozza et al. (41) found that DFOB and DFOD form mononuclear inner-sphere

surface complexes with a single hydroxamate group coordinating with a surface site. The

adsorption of DFOD involves no net change of surface charge in analogy to the adsorption

of the monohydroxamate ligand acetohydroxamic acid (42). The adsorption of DFOB

involves the increase of the surface charge due to the positive amine group, probably

located relatively far from the goethite surface due to repulsive forces. The difference in

charge of these two surface complexes and the resulting difference in AG eiec is consistent

with the observation of somewhat higher adsorption densities of DFOD in the absence of

surfactants under otherwise identical conditions (33).

The structures of the siderophores (Figure 4.1) include a pendant alkyl chain with

five carbons giving rise to a local hydrophobic character of the molecule. It was observed

(43) that the exchange constant between Na+ and alkylammonium ions (R-NH34", with R=

CnH2n+i) in SDS micelles increases with increasing chain size, indicating that hydrophobic

interactions contribute to the enhanced exchange constants. Therefore, increased

siderophore adsorption in the presence of co-adsorbed SDS suggests that hydrophobic

interactions between ligands and surfactants, resulting in a contribution to the free energy

change of adsorption AGhydroph, are responsible for the observed behavior. The observed

effect of SDS on the adsorption of the two siderophores was similar despite their

difference in molecular charge. These observations imply that co-adsorbed surfactants

have little effect on AG°eiec of siderophore adsorption. This is consistent with our

interpretation of the absence of an effect of surfactants on EDTA adsorption as discussed

above.
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4.4.2. Adsorption of Fe(lll)-complexes

Adsorption of 1:1 Fe(III)-complexes was quantified by measuring the loss of Fe-

complexes from solution by UV spectrophotometry and the loss of total Fe by ICP-OES.

Both methods gave identical results (Figure lb in Appendix B), confirming the adsorption

of 1:1 Fe-ligand complex. Adsorption equilibrium of Fe-DFOB on goethite was reached

after 24 h (Figure la in Appendix B). SDS had strong effects on the adsorption of the

complexes of DFOB, DFOD, and EDTA (Figure 4.3a).

The adsorption of the Fe-EDTA complex decreased by almost 75% at the highest

SDS concentration relative to adsorption in the absence of SDS. The adsorption behavior

of free ligands compared to their iron complexes in the presence of surfactants can be

interpreted in terms of their different adsorption modes. In solution, the dominant Fe-

EDTA complex is a quinquedentate seven-coordinated bisaquo Fe(III)EDTA *(Fi20)2 with

a free carboxylic group (44, 45). Nowack and Sigg (36) suggested that the dominant

surface complex at pH values below 7 is an outer-sphere complex,

=FeOH2+ + FeL~ ** =FeOH2+'LFe
'

(3)

and at higher pH values, an inner-sphere surface complex,

=FeOH + FeU + OH ** =FeOFeL2' + H20 (4)

Therefore, the contrasting effect of SDS on the adsorption of EDTA and its iron

complex at pH 6 can be interpreted in terms of their adsorption as inner-sphere complex

and outer-sphere complex, respectively. While the adsorption of the Fe-EDTA complex

decreased with increasing SDS concentration (Figure 4.3 a), co-adsorbed surfactants had

little effect on EDTA adsorption (Figure 4.2). As discussed above, the charge of surfactant

aggregates on the goethite surface had little effect on the electrostatic contribution AG°eiec

of EDTA inner-sphere adsorption. On the contrary, the Fe-EDTA outer-sphere complex is

adsorbed mainly by electrostatic interactions and its plane of adsorption is further

removed from the mineral surface. Therefore, decreasing adsorption of the negatively
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charged Fe-EDTA outer-sphere complex with increasing SDS adsorption suggests that

electrostatic repulsion between admicelles and the iron complex decrease its adsorption.

Nevertheless, some adsorption still occurred at SDS concentrations where the

electrophoretic mobility measurements indicate charge reversal (see Chapter 3). This

behavior is consistent with the formation of inner-sphere surface complexes (Equation 4)

as minor surface species (36).
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Figure 4.3: (a) Adsorption of Fe-EDTA, Fe-DFOB, and Fe-DFOD complexes on goethite at

pH 6 as a function of SDS concentration. The total concentration of Fe-ligand

complexes was 30 tiM. Table 1 in Appendix B gives total SDS concentrations and

the corresponding SDS adsorbed amounts, (b) Adsorption isotherm of Fe-DFOB

to goethite at pH 6 in the presence of 0, 15, 800 liM total SDS. For (a) and (b)

0.01 M NaC104, 2.5 g/L goethite, 24 h equilibration time. Error bars indicate the

standard deviation of three replicates.
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In contrast, the adsorption of Fe-DFOB and Fe-DFOD increased over the same

range of surfactant concentrations (Figure 4.3a). The adsorption of Fe-DFOD was higher

than that of Fe-DFOB at low surfactant concentrations. At high SDS concentrations

higher adsorption of Fe-DFOB was observed. Figure 4.3b shows the influence of low and

high SDS concentrations on the adsorption isotherms of Fe-DFOB on goethite at pH 6.

Again, increasing surface concentrations of the Fe-DFOB complex were observed with

increasing surfactant concentration. Over a wide pH range (2-11), including the

experimental pH of this study, the charge of the iron complexes of the siderophores Fe-

DFOB"1" and Fe-DFOD0 is the same as the charge of free siderophores (46). The formation

of 6 five-membered rings completely satisfies the coordinative requirements of Fe(III)

resulting in extremely stable complexes. Therefore, it is unlikely that the chelated iron

adsorbs as inner-sphere surface complex and Fe-DFOB+ and Fe-DFOD0 are expected to

interact with the surfactant-coated goethite surface by electrostatic or hydrophobic

interactions as outer-sphere surface complexes. Increasing adsorption of both complexes

with increasing surfactant concentrations again underlines the importance of the

hydrophobic interactions between the hydrophobic backbone of siderophores and the

surfactant tail. However, the effect of hemimicelle/admicelle formation on Fe-DFOB+

adsorption was stronger than the effect on Fe-DFOD0 adsorption (higher adsorption of Fe-

DFOB+, Figure 4.3a). In contrast to the neutral Fe-DFOD0, the adsorption of Fe-DFOB+

benefits not only from hydrophobic interactions but also from electrostatic interactions

with the negatively charged admicelle. The positively charged Fe-DFOB+ experiences

electrostatic repulsion resulting in low surface concentrations compared to Fe-DFOD0 at

small surfactant concentrations. At higher surfactant concentrations (< 100 u,M total

SDS), Fe-DFOB+ experiences attractive forces due to charge reversal (see electrophoretic

mobility in Chapter 3) caused by the formation of hemimicelle and admicelle and its

adsorption exceeded Fe-DFOD0 adsorption.

The comparison of the ratio of adsorbed Fe-DFOB to adsorbed SDS with

increasing SDS concentrations (Figure 4.4) suggests that low surfactant concentrations

had a stronger effect on the Fe-DFOB adsorption than higher concentrations. The ratio is

even higher for the free siderophore. Similar differences in ratios were observed for the

co-adsorption of fluorocarbon alcohols {47) and 1-pentanol {48) in the presence of

adsorbed surfactants on mineral surfaces. These alcohols possess hydrophobic and
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charged structural moieties that contribute to electrostatic and hydrophobic interactions

with adsorbed surfactants in analogy to the mechanism of siderophore adsorption

discussed above. Lai et al. (47) and Lee et al. (48) have suggested that low amounts of

adsorbed surfactant create two different sites to which amphiphilic compounds can co-

adsorb. One site is at the region between the head groups of the surfactants. The other is

the hydrophobic perimeter arising from patchwise adsorption of bilayered surfactant

aggregates mainly present at low surfactant concentrations (48). They suggested that the

fraction of alcohol adsorbed at the perimeter can be large only at low surfactant

concentrations when the aggregates are small and sparse on the mineral surface. Similarly,

Asvapathanagul et al. (49), suggested that the structure, nature, or arrangement of

adsorbed surfactants at low concentrations has a much stronger effect on co-adsorption of

solutes than the actual adsorbed amount. The high ratios for low surfactant adsorption

observed in Figure 4.4, suggest that Fe-DFOB+ and DFOB+ adsorbs on the two different

sites mentioned above.
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Figure 4.4: Ratio of adsorbed DFOB (from Figure 4.2) or Fe-DFOB (from Figure

4.3a) to adsorbed SDS as a function of increasing adsorbed SDS

concentrations (estimated from an adsorption isotherm in Chapter 3).
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4.5. implications for biological Fe acquisition

Our results demonstrate that adsorbed surfactants can have a strong influence on the

adsorption of siderophores and other ligands, as well as the corresponding iron complexes.

The degree by which ligand adsorption is impacted by co-adsorbed surfactants depends on

their charge, hydrophobicity, and on whether they are adsorbed as outer-sphere or inner-

sphere surface complexes. Adsorption or absorption of ligands and their Fe-complexes by

hemimicelles through hydrophobic and/or electrostatic interactions with the surfactants

(here considered as a special case of outer-sphere adsorption) can dramatically change the

surface speciation. The altered adsorption of ligands in the presence of surfactants can

affect surface controlled processes such as ligand-promoted iron oxide dissolution and the

bioavailability of iron. Therefore, the effect of adsorbed surfactants on surface controlled

processes can not be neglected in natural environments where ligands and bio-surfactants

are often produced and released together by microorganisms and plants roots.
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5. Effects of anionic surfactants on ligand-promoted

dissolution of iron and aluminum hydroxides

5.1. Abstract

We investigated the influence of the (bio)surfactants sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS) and

rhamnolipid (RhL) on the ligand-promoted dissolution of goethite (a-FeOOH) at pH 6.

The siderophore desferoxamine B (DFOB), its derivate desferoxamine D (DFOD), and

EDTA were used as ligands. For both siderophores and EDTA, the rates of ligand-

promoted dissolution of goethite increased at low concentrations of surfactants (<80 uM

SDS; <6 mg/L RhL). At higher surfactant concentrations, the effects were less

pronounced and the dissolution rates were again similar to the rates observed in the

absence of surfactants. The dissolution rates were not correlated with the adsorbed

amounts of ligands, contrary to a classical rate expression for ligand-promoted

dissolution. Three possible factors contributing to the observed effects were further

investigated and discussed: (i) Adsorbed surfactants may influence ligand adsorption by

changes in the ligand's surface speciation (fraction of inner-sphere complexation).

Experiments with the ligand 8-hydroquinoline-5-sulfonate (HQS) sorbed to boehmite (y-

AlOOH) in the presence of SDS showed that changes in surface speciation can not explain

the effects of high surfactant concentrations on the dissolution rates, (ii) Re-adsorption of

Fe-DFOB or Fe-DFOD complexes, which are products of the dissolution process, can lead

to an underestimation of siderophore-promoted dissolution rates at high surfactant

concentrations. However, the magnitude of this effect is not sufficient to explain the

decrease in dissolution rates at high surfactant concentrations, (iii) Co-adsorption of

protons to goethite occurred at low SDS concentrations and increased the protonation of

the goethite surface.

This chapter has been submitted for publication in J. Colloid Interface Sei.:

Carrasco, N., Kraemer S.M., Pesch, M-L., Kretzschmar R., 2007, Effects of anionic surfactants on ligand-

promoted dissolution of iron and aluminum hydroxides.
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5.2. Introduction

The solubility of iron is controlled by thermodynamically stable iron oxides and is

particularly low under oxic and near-neutral pH conditions in soils and aquatic systems

resulting in low bioavailability of iron. To overcome this limitation, microorganisms and

graminaceous plants release siderophores, i.e., biogenic organic ligands forming

extremely stable Fe(III) complexes. A large number of different siderophore structures

have been discovered during the past decades, typically with catecholate, carboxylate, a-

hydroxycarboxylate, and hydroxamate chelating groups (1-3). Most siderophores form

octahedral complexes with Fe(HI), completely satisfying the six-fold coordination sphere

of iron with oxygen donor groups. An example for such a hexadentate siderophore is the

trihydroxamate ligand desferoxamine B (DFOB). It is positively charged below pH 8

due to protonation of its terminating alkylammonium group (Figure 5.1a). The 1:1 Fe-

DFOB complex has a stability constant of 10307 (1=0.1 M) (4).

The release of siderophores by microorganisms or graminaceous plants is triggered

by iron deficiency as an adaptation mechanism to low bioavailability of iron.

Siderophores have been shown to promote the dissolution of iron oxide minerals by a

ligand-promoted dissolution mechanism (5, 6). According to the model of ligand-

promoted dissolution proposed by Furrer and Stumm (7), the rate of dissolution of a metal

oxide is proportional to the surface concentration of the precursor of the dissolution rate

determining elementary reaction. They found that this precursor species is an inner-sphere

surface complex between a surface site (e.g., an iron ion at the oxide surface) and the

adsorbed ligand. The surface concentration of this precursor is usually not known.

However, as long as it can be assumed that the surface speciation is constant, i.e. that the

precursor species is a constant fraction of the analytically determined adsorbed ligand

concentration, the rate law can be expressed in terms of the adsorbed ligand concentration

[Lads] (7)

RL=K\häS] (1)

where kL is the dissolution rate constant and RL is the rate of ligand-promoted dissolution.

They also found that proton-promoted and ligand-promoted dissolution mechanisms can

be considered independent mechanisms, so that total dissolution rates R can be expressed
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as the sum of the rates of parallel dissolution mechanisms:

where Rh is the rate of proton-promoted dissolution and Rn are the rates of ligand-

promoted dissolution in the presence of the ligands Li to Ln.

Many organisms in soils and aquatic environments exude a variety of organic

compounds, including polysaccharides and biosurfactants. Some of these compounds can

be present in significantly higher concentrations than siderophores and they also interact

strongly with mineral surfaces. Thus, the effect of siderophores on mineral surface

chemistry can not be fully understood without considering the possible interactions with

other biogenic compounds. The effects of low-molecular weight organic acids on

siderophore-promoted dissolution of iron oxides have been investigated in several studies

(8-10). In contrast, only one study is available to date on the effects of surfactants on

siderophore-promoted dissolution (Chapter 3).

Surfactants (surface-active agents) are amphiphilic due to their hydrophobic (tail)

and hydrophilic (head) structural moieties, a property which favors their interaction with

interfaces. The head groups can be anionic, cationic, nonionic, or zwitterionic (i.e.,

bearing both positive and negative charges). In the rhizosphere, a wide range of soil

microorganisms have been found to produce bio-surfactants (11, 12). In addition, root

mucilage was found to contain bio-surfactants that alter the physical and chemical

properties of the rhizosphere (13).

Anionic surfactants adsorb to positively charged mineral surfaces by a

combination of electrostatic and hydrophobic interactions (14). At low surfactant

concentrations, the molecules adsorb with their head close to the surface by electrostatic

forces while the hydrophobic tails protrude into solution (15). If the surface excess of

surfactants exceeds a critical concentration, the surfactant molecules tend to form

aggregates on the surface due to hydrophobic interactions between tails of neighboring

molecules. This type of aggregates is known as hemimicelles (monolayers) and creates

hydrophobic patches on the surface. Increasing surfactant concentrations eventually lead

to formation of a second layer of adsorbed surfactants with head groups facing toward the
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solution, rendering the surface hydrophilic again {16). The resulting aggregates are called

admicelles (bilayers). The transition between hemimicelle and admicelle formation is

thought to occur when the surface charge is compensated by adsorbed surfactant

molecules. Several authors have reported that the adsorption of anionic surfactants to

oxide surfaces can also lead to increased surface protonation (17, 18). As a result of

surfactant adsorption, the physico-chemical properties of mineral surfaces are profoundly

altered.

This has important consequences for surface-controlled reactions such as ligand-

promoted dissolution. In a recent study, we observed a strong effect of the surfactant SDS

on the ligand-promoted dissolution rates of goethite (a-FeOOH) in the presence of the

siderophore DFOB (Chapter 3). We showed that the DFOB-promoted dissolution of

goethite is accelerated by small additions of SDS (<80 uM), but not by the presence of

higher SDS concentrations. The observed net-dissolution rates were not proportional to

the adsorbed concentrations of the siderophore, meaning that the simple rate expression

for ligand-promoted dissolution (Equation 1) may no longer be valid in the presence of

variable surfactant concentrations. However, the mechanisms leading to these

observations were not elucidated and still remain unknown.

The objectives of the present study were: (i) to confirm and further investigate the

effects of surfactants on ligand-promoted dissolution of goethite using different

combinations of surfactants and ligands, (ii) to investigate and discuss various possible

mechanisms that may be involved in the observed effects. As surfactants, we used SDS

(Figure 5.1c) and rhamnolipid (RhL), a microbial biosurfactant produced by Pseudomonas

aeruginosa (Figure 5.Id). As ligands, we chose the two siderophores DFOB and DFOD,

and the ligand ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid (EDTA). DFOB is a bacterial siderophore

that has a positively charged terminating amine group below pH 8 (Figure 5.1a). DFOD is

a derivate of DFOB with an acetylated terminating group that is not charged (Figure 5.1a)

DFOD is also a bacterial sideorphore, but for the purposes of this study it was synthesized

by per-acetylation in methanol. EDTA is a negatively charged and very hydrophilic

chelating ligand. In order to study the possible effects of SDS on the surface speciation of

adsorbed ligands and its relation to the dissolution rates, we used the ligand 8-

hydroxyquinoline-5-sulfonate (HQS, Figure 5.1b) adsorbed to boehmite (y-A100H) in the
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presence of SDS. HQS forms fluorescent inner-sphere complexes at Al-oxide surfaces.

Comparison of the changes of total HQS adsorption and of surface fluorescence in the

presence of increasing SDS concentrations was interpreted in terms of the effect of the

surfactant on surface speciation. Finally, we conducted an additional pH-stat experiment

to quantify proton co-adsorption to goethite induced by the adsorption of SDS.

DFOB R=NH3+
DFOD R=NH2CH3CO

HQS

Na

SDS
0-/
ff*

H0V ,CH:
RhL1: R = HO—f~

HO
<

RhL2: R =
HO /CH

H3C HO-(" 0

HO—£V
À

(a)

(b)

HO OH

Figure 5.1: (a) Siderophores desferrioxamine B and D (DFOB and DFOB), the positively

charged -NH3+ group of DFOB has a pKa value of 8.51. The three hydroxyl

groups have pKa values of 8.73, 8.99, 10.01 (19). (b) Ligand 8-hydroxyquiniiine-

5-suifonic acid (HQS) with pKa values of 2.54, 3.79, 8.41 for the groups -S03H, -

NH, and -OH, respectively (20). (c) Structure of the anionic surfactant sodium

dodecyl sulfate (SDS, Ci2H25OS03') with a pKa of 2.3 (21), (à) biogenic

surfactant mono- and di-rhamnolipid (RhL 1 and 2, respectively) with a pKa value

of 5.6 (22). RhL 2 differs from RhL 1 only in the presence of a second rhamnosyl

group.
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5.3. Material and Methods

5.3.1. Chemicals

The anionic surfactant sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS) and the ligand

ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid (EDTA) were analytical grade and purchased from Fluka

(Switzerland). The bio-surfactant "rhamnolipid" (RhL) was received as a gift by Jeneil

Biosurfactant Company (USA) as an unknown mixture of a-L-rhamnopyranosyl-ß-

hydroxydecanoyl-ß-hydroxydecanoate (Rhamnolipid 1, RhLl) and 2-a-L-

rhamnopyranosyl-ß-hydroxydecanoyl-ß-hydroxydecanoate (Rhamolipid 2, RhL2). The

trihydroxamate siderophore desferoxamine B (DFOB) was purchased from Novartis

(Switzerland) under the trade name Desferal®. The desferrioxamine D was produced from

DFOB by per-acetylation in methanol. Details about the synthesis are provided in Chapter

4. The ligand 8-hydroxyquinoline-5-sulfonic acid (HQS) monohydrated was purchased

from Merck (Germany) and purified by recrystalHzation from a large volume of water

before use. All solutions where prepared with high-purity deionized water (Milli-Q,

Millipore, 18 MQcm).

5.3.2. Mineral phases

Goethite (a-FeOOH) was synthesized following the method of Schwertmann and Cornell

(23). Briefly, 100 mL of freshly prepared 1 M Fe(NC>3)3 were mixed rapidly with 180 mL

of 5 M KOH. The precipitated hydrous ferric iron was immediately diluted to 2 L with

deionized water and heated in a closed polypropylene flask at 70°C for 60 hours.

Afterwards, the iron oxide precipitate was washed several times with deionized water and

freeze-dried. Powder X-ray diffraction analysis confirmed the formation a-FeOOH

without detectable impurities. The specific surface area was determined to be 38 m2g_i

using a multipoint N2-BET adsorption method (24). Samples were outgassed and N2

adsorption isotherms were measured from 0.05 to 0.3 p/po using the Gemini 2360 surface

area analyzer (Mircromeritics, Belgium). The point of zero charge of goethite was

previously determined to be 8.3 (Chapter 3). Boehmite (y-AlOOH) was kindly provided

by Condea Vista Company (Catapal D-Alumina, Houston, Texas, USA), and used as

received. The specific surface area of boehmite was determined to be 218 ± 2 m2g_1 using

the multipoint N2-BET method (Sorptomatic surface area analyzer, Thermo Electron
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Corporation, Italy). Nordin et al. 1997 determined pKal= 7.48 and pKa2 = 9.8 for

boehmite (Catapal D-Alumina from the same manufacturer) (25). Published points of zero

charge of boehmite are between pH 8.8 and 9.5 {26, 27).

5.3.3. Ligand-promoted dissolution

Goethite dissolution experiments were performed at pH 6 in 100-mL glass reactors. 250

mg of dry goethite were weighed into the reactors and 80 mL of different SDS or RhL

solutions in 0.01 M NaC104 were added. Suspension pH was adjusted to 6.0 ± 0.05 by

addition of small volumes of NaOH or HCl solutions and the reactors were placed on an

end-over-end shaker for 60 h. Then, 20 mL of stock solutions containing 400 \iM of

DFOD or EDTA were added to obtain a final total ligand concentration of 80 p.M and a

solid concentration of 2.5 g/L. The final total SDS and RhL concentrations ranged from 0

to 600 uM and 0 to 30 mg/L, respectively. A concentration of 30 mg/L corresponds to a

molar concentration between 46.2 and 59.5 uM depending on the ratio of RhLl and RhL2

in the mixture. When necessary, the pH was readjusted to 6.0 ± 0.05 by addition of small

volumes of NaOH or HCl solutions. All reactors were wrapped in aluminum foil to

prevent photochemical reactions. Aliquots of the suspensions (5 mL) were sampled with a

pipette at fixed time intervals during the following 5 days. The samples were filtered

using 0.025-urn cellulose nitrate membranes (Schleicher & Schuell, Germany) and plastic

(polycarbonate) syringe filter holders. Dissolved iron was immediately measured by

inductively coupled plasma optical emission spectrometry at an emission wavelength of

238.2 nm (ICP-OES, Vista-MPX, CDD Simultaneous, Varian, Australia). Control

experiments were performed without ligands to verify that SDS alone had no influence on

goethite dissolution, and to test the efficiency of the membrane filters in the presence of

surfactants.

Boehmite dissolution experiments were performed similarly but with solid

concentrations of 100 mg/L and total HQS concentrations of 120 \iM. The final SDS

concentrations ranged from 0 to 700 |iM. Dissolved aluminum was analyzed by ICP-OES

at 308.2 nm.
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5.3.4. Total adsorption of HQS on boehmite

The adsorption of 8-hydroxyquinoline-5-sulfonate (HQS) on boehmite as a function of

increasing SDS concentration was studied at pH 6. Suspensions (35 mL) containing 16 mg

of boehmite and increasing SDS concentrations in 0.01 M NaClCU were prepared and

adjusted to pH 6.0 ± 0.05 using dilute HCl or NaOH. The reactors were wrapped in

aluminum foil to exclude photochemical reactions and placed on a horizontal shaker for

60 h. Then, 5 mL of HQS stock solution (960 u.M) in 0.01 M NaC104 adjusted to pH 6.0 ±

0.05 were added to reach a final ligand concentration of 120 ^iM and a solid concentration

of 0.4 g/L. The total surfactant concentrations ranged from 0 to 500 u.M. When necessary,

the pH was readjusted to 6.0 + 0.05. The reactors were equilibrated for 3 h on a horizontal

shaker. Subsequently, 5 mL of suspension were sampled and filtered as described above.

Free HQS and A1-(HQS)3 were analyzed by UV-visible absorbance at 310 and 355 nm

wavelength, respectively (Cary 50 BIO UV-visible spectrophotometer, Varian, USA). The

molar extinction coefficient calculated for the free HQS were 0.00394 and 0.00023

L^mor'cm"1 for 310 and 355 nm, respectively. Molar extinction coefficients for the Al

complex A1-(HQS)3 at the same wavelength were 0.0043 and 0.0120 Lumor'cm"1,

respectively.

5.3.5. HQS surface fluorescence

A second set of HQS adsorption experiments was prepared to investigate the surface

fluorescence of adsorbed HQS. The experimental set up was similar as the one for

measuring total absorption of HQS except for a lower solid concentration of 0.04 g/L in

order to minimize inner filter effects due to light scattering in the fluorescence

measurement. The fluorescence was measured before and after filtration through 0.025

um cellulose nitrate filters to differentiate between surface fluorescence and the

fluorescence of dissolved Al-HQS complexes. The fluorescence was measured in 10 mm

quartz cells with front face illumination to further reduce inner filter effects due to light

scattering by particles (28) using a luminescence spectrophotometer (Perkin Elmer

LS50B, Germany). The excitation and emission slit widths were 6 nm. The excitation and

emission wavelengths were 357 and 496 nm, respectively.
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5.3.6. Electrophoretic mobility of Boehmite suspensions in the

presence of SDS

One mL of a well mixed boehmite stock solution (1.25 g/L, 0.01 M NaC104) was added to

49 mL of 0.01 M NaC104 with different SDS concentrations (0 to 600 u.M) and adjusted

to pH 6.0 ± 0.05. After 4 hours on an end-over-end shaker, each batch reactor was

submerged in an ultrasonic bath for 2 min. Then 2 mL of the goethite suspension were

pipetted into 3 mL cuvettes (Brand GmbH, Germany) and sonicated with an ultrasonic tip

(Sonotrode MS73, Bandelin Sonopils GM 2200, Berlin, Germany). The power and time of

ultrasonication were limited to 20 % of the maximum output and 3 seconds, respectively,

to prevent foam formation. After sonication, the cuvettes were introduced into the zeta

potential analyzer (Zeta Pals, Brookhaven Instruments Corporation, USA) and the

electrophoretic mobility was measured (average of 8 runs are reported).

5.3.7. Effect of SDS on surface protonation

Proton consumption during SDS adsorption on goethite was studied at constant pH 6.

Goethite suspensions were prepared in 100 mL glass vessels containing 40, 50, 60, 70, 80,

95, or 99.5 mL of 0.01 M NaClCU and adjusted to pH 6.0 ± 0.05. Suspensions were mixed

for 24 hours on an end-over-end shaker. After the equilibration time the pH of the

suspensions were readjusted to 6.0 ± 0.05 if necessary and different volumes of a 2 mM

SDS stock solution at pH 6.0 ± 0.05 were added to the goethite suspensions to obtain final

volumes of 100 mL, solid concentrations of 7 g/L, and SDS concentrations ranging from 0

to 1.2 mM. During the next 24 hours the pH was readjusted to 6.0 ± 0.05 if necessary and

the amounts of added HCl of NaOH were recorded. Added acid and base solutions were

diluted with 0.01 M NaC104 solutions in series of 0.005 to 0.1 M from Titrisol® solutions

(Merck, Darmstadt, Germany). The additional adsorption of protons to the goethite

surface as a function of SDS concentration was calculated from the amounts of HCl

added. Blank experiments were conducted using an identical setup, except for the absence

of goethite. No proton consumption was observed in these blanks.
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5.4. Results

5.4.1. Ligand-promoted dissolution of goethite

The results of dissolution experiments with goethite in the presence of 80 uM DFOD and

0, 5, 70, or 600 uM total SDS are presented in Figure 5.2. The dissolved iron

concentrations increased linearly with time, except for a slightly faster initial dissolution

during the first ~6 h at the highest SDS concentration (600 uM).
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Figure 5.2: DFOD-promoted dissolution of goethite in the presence and absence of SDS at

pH 6 in 0.01 M NaC104 (80 uM DFOD, 2.5 g/L goethite). Error bars indicate the

standard deviation of three replicates.

Compared to the dissolution curve in the absence of SDS, additions of 5 or 70 uM SDS

clearly accelerated the dissolution process, leading to a steeper increase in dissolved Fe

concentration. However, in the presence of 600 uM SDS the dissolution rate was again

similar to the one without SDS. Figure 5.2 also shows the dissolved Fe concentrations

measured in two control experiments in which only SDS (50 or 600 uM) was added, but

no complexing ligand. These results clearly show that SDS alone did not result in

significant dissolution of goethite. The results also confirmed that the membrane filters

used to separate dissolved from particulate iron were fully effective even in the presence
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of the surfactant. A comparable dissolution behavior of goethite has been previously

observed in the presence of DFOB under similar conditions (29). In the presence of the

ligand EDTA, the initial fast dissolution was generally more pronounced, regardless of the

SDS concentration. However, this initial fast dissolution was always followed by a linear

increase in dissolved iron concentration with time, indicating a constant dissolution rate at

t>20 h. The steady-state dissolution rates were determined by linear regression as the

slopes of these linear regions of the dissolution curves. Figure 5.3 summarizes all

dissolution rates measured in the presence of EDTA, DFOB, and DFOD as a function of

increasing SDS concentration. A similar trend was observed for all three ligands: The

dissolution rates increased by a factor of two to three at low SDS concentrations, but

decreased again at higher SDS concentrations. The insets in Figure 5.3 show the

adsorption of EDTA, DFOB, and DFOD to goethite in the presence of increasing SDS

concentrations (data from Chapter 4). The adsorption of EDTA was little influenced by up

to 400 uM SDS. The adsorption of both DFOB and DFOD increased significantly with

increasing SDS concentrations. Comparing the adsorption data with the dissolution rates,

it becomes obvious that the dissolution rates were not proportional to the adsorbed ligand

concentrations. Therefore, Equation 1 relating dissolution rates to adsorbed ligand

concentrations is not valid in the presence of varying SDS concentrations.

Dissolution rates of goethite in the presence of the siderophores DFOB and DFOB

and increasing concentrations of the biosurfactant RhL are presented in Figure 5.4. Again,

small additions of RhL to the goethite suspension resulted in two-fold increases in the

siderophore-promoted dissolution rates. At RhL concentrations above ~6 mg/L the

dissolution rates decreased again with increasing RhL concentration, but not below the

dissolution rate in the absence of RhL. Thus, the same trend as for SDS was also observed

for the biosurfactant RhL, indicating that the observed effects are not unique to particular

surfactants and/or ligands.
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Figure 5.3: Ligand-promoted dissolution rates of goethite in the presence of SDS with

different ligands at pH 6 in 0.01 M NaC104 (80 uM ligand, 2.5 g/L goethite, 65h

contact time goethite-SDS prior addition of ligands). DFOB-promoted dissolution

rates are from Chapter 3. Error bars indicate the standard deviation of three

replicates. Insets show the adsorption of DFOB (Chapter 3), DFOD and EDTA

(Chapter 4) on goethite previously measured.
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Figure 5.4: Siderophore-promoted dissolution rates of goethite in the presence of

rhamnolipids (RhL) at pH 6 in 0.01 M NaC104 (80 uM DFOB and DFOD, 2.5 g/L

goethite, 65h contact time goethite-RhL prior addition of ligands. Error bars

indicate the standard deviation of three replicates. The molar masses of RhL 1 and

RhL 2 are 504 and 650 g mole"1, respectively. One can use this value as an

approximation of the molar mass of rhamnolipids mixture.

5.4.2. HQS adsorption and dissolution rates of boehmite

To investigate the possible effects of SDS on the relative contribution of inner-sphere

complexation to the total adsorption of ligands, we conducted an experiment with the

ligand HQS, that forms fluorescent bidentate inner-sphere surface complexes on Al-oxide

surfaces whereas HQS in solution and HQS outer-sphere complexes are not fluorescent

(28, 30, 31). Figure 5.5a shows the fluorescence intensity and total adsorption of HQS on

boehmite with increasing SDS concentrations at pH 6. Both values decreased with

increasing SDS concentration and they exhibited a close correlation, suggesting that the

relative proportion of inner-sphere complexes remained constant.
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Figure 5.5: (a) Surface fluorescence and adsorption of 8-hydroxyquinoline-5-sulfonate (HQS)

on boehmite at pH 6 in 0.01 M NaC104 (120 uM HQS, 0.04 g/L and 0.4 g/L

boehmite for the surface fluorescence and adsorption of HQS respectively, (b)

Ligand-promoted dissolution rates of HQS on boehmite at pH 6 in 0.01 M NaClOj,

(120 uM HQS, 0.1 g/L boehmite). Error bars indicate the standard deviation of

three replicates.

Figure 5.5b shows the dissolution rates of boehmite in the presence of HQS with

increasing SDS concentrations. The dissolution rates increased in the presence of low

surfactant concentrations and above -60 [xM SDS the dissolution rates remained almost

constant. Again, the dissolution rates were not proportional to either surface fluorescence

or adsorbed HQS concentration, suggesting dissolution rates are proportional neither to

total adsorbed concentrations (Equation 1) nor to the surface concentration of HQS inner-

sphere surface complexes.
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5.4.3. Proton co-adsorption with SDS to goethite

The co-adsorption of protons and SDS to goethite at constant pH 6.0 ± 0.05 was

investigated. Figure 5.6 shows the changes of surface protonation as a function of

increasing SDS concentration and an adsorption isotherm of SDS measured under the

same experimental condition in an earlier study (29). Proton and SDS adsorption

increased similarly as a function of increasing soluble SDS concentration up to 300 uM.

Above 400 uM soluble SDS, its adsorption increased more strongly than proton

adsorption, probably due to formation of admicelles on the surface.
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Figure 5.6: Simultaneous adsorption of protons and SDS to goethite at pH 6 in 0.01 M

NaC104 (7g/L goethite, 24h contact time goethite-SDS). Error bars indicate the

standard deviation of three replicates.

5.5. Discussion

Our new experimental results clearly confirm the effect of surfactants on ligand-promoted

dissolution of goethite, which was first described in (29): At low surfactant

concentrations, the dissolution rates are increased by a factor of two to three, while at high

surfactant concentrations the effect appears to be diminished. These effects were observed

for two surfactants (SDS and RhL) in combination with the siderophores DFOB (cationic)

and DFOD (neutral), and for SDS in combination with the ligand EDTA (anionic).
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Similar effects were also observed for dissolution of boehmite by the ligand HQS in the

presence of SDS. Thus, the observed effects appear not to be limited to a particular

surfactant and/or ligand, and may therefore be important in natural environments. The

mechanisms leading to the observed effects are still unclear and will be considered the

following sections.

Three factors that could potentially contribute to the effects of surfactants on

ligand-promoted dissolution rates will be discussed including changes of the surface

speciation and surface protonation caused by increasing surfactant concentrations: (i) the

presence of adsorbed surfactants could lead to a re-distribution of inner-sphere and outer-

sphere surface complexes: (ii) enhanced re-adsorption of dissolved iron-ligand complexes

in the presence of adsorbed surfactants could lead to an underestimation of dissolution

rates at high surfactant concentrations, (ii) the presence of adsorbed surfactants could lead

to changes in the total adsorption of the ligands and their surface speciation, and thereby

influence the ligand-promoted dissolution rates, and (iii) surfactants could lead to

additional surface protonation, which could affect the proton promoted or ligand-

promoted dissolution rates.

5.5.1. Effect of surfactants on ligand surface speciation

Inner-sphere complexation is a prerequisite for ligand-promoted dissolution (32).

Competitive adsorption of SDS could lead to decreasing inner-sphere adsorption of

organic ligands on oxide surfaces. It is known that SO42" forms both monodentate inner-

sphere and outer-sphere complexes on goethite, with inner-sphere complexes being more

important at low pH (33-36). At pH 6, the relative contributions of inner-sphere and outer-

sphere complexes were estimated to be about equal (35). In the light of these results, it

seems likely that also SDS can form inner-sphere complexes to some degree on goethite.

Sorption competition between SDS and DFOB or DFOD on goethite may therefore be

more pronounced and may lead to a decrease in inner-sphere surface complexation of the

siderophores at high SDS concentrations, resulting in decreased dissolution rates.

Also, in Equation 1 it is assumed that the relative contribution of inner-sphere

complexes to the total adsorbed ligand concentration is constant. Only under this

assumption, the dissolution rate can be proportional to the total adsorbed concentration of
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ligands [L]ads- However, the presence of surfactants could alter the relative contribution of

inner-sphere complexation to the total adsorption of the ligand. To test this hypothesis we

chose to study the system boehmite-HQS (8-hydroxyquinoline-5-sufonate), because it

offered the possibility to monitor inner-sphere complex formation by fluorescence

measurements. The results (Figure 5.5a) showed that the fluorescence signal, which can

be interpreted as an indirect measure of inner-sphere complexation of HQS, decreased and

that it was closely correlated to the total adsorbed HQS as a function of increasing SDS

concentrations. Therefore, we conclude that the relative contribution of inner-sphere

complexation to total adsorption of HQS to boehmite was not affected by the presence of

SDS.
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Figure 5.7: Electrophoretic mobility of boehmite suspensions at pH 6 with increasing SDS

concentrations (0.025 g/L boehmite, 0.01 M NaC104).

The decrease of HQS adsorption to boehmite with increasing SDS concentrations

can be explained by several factors. The surface charge compensation by adsorbed

surfactants and the formation of admicelles gradually lead to the reversal of surface

charge from positive to negative charge (Figure 5.7). Because HQS is a negatively

charged molecule (Figure 5.1b), electrostatic repulsion between HQS and the coated

surface can reduce its adsorption with increasing concentrations of adsorbed SDS. Since

HQS is highly hydrophilic (log KoW = -0.03 ± 0.02 for its neutral species (20)),

hydrophobic interactions with the surfactant tails are not likely to enhance its adsorption.
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Besides electrostatic repulsion, steric hindrance could also contribute to the decreased

adsorption of HQS in the presence of SDS.

Although the concentration of HQS adsorbed as inner-sphere complex decreased

continuously with increasing SDS concentration, the dissolution rates increased until they

reached constant values for SDS concentrations higher than 60 uM. These results imply

that the HQS-promoted dissolution rate was not related to the surface speciation of the

ligand.

The system HQS-boehmite provided valuable information, because it showed that

the rate expression for ligand-promoted dissolution (Equation 1) is not valid in the

presence of SDS, even if the relative contribution of inner-sphere surface complexation

remains constant. However, it is not directly comparable to the systems DFOB-goethite

and DFOD-goethite due to the differences in charge and hydrophobicity of the ligands.

While HQS is a negatively charged and hydrophilic molecule (Figure 5.1b), DFOB is

positively charged and DFOD is neutral at pH 6 (Figure 5.1a). Both siderophores have a

hydrophobic alkyl chain which can interact with the hydrophobic tails of adsorbed

surfactant molecules. Such hydrophobic interactions explain the increased adsorption of

DFOB and DFOD to goethite with increasing SDS concentrations (Chapter 4). Therefore

it appears very likely that increasing SDS concentrations lead to reduced adsorption of the

siderophores as inner-sphere surface complex, while adsorption by hydrophobic

interactions is increasing. Thus, in contrast to the results for HQS-boehmite, the presence

of SDS may lead to a strong shift in surface speciation of adsorbed siderophores on

goethite. Like HQS, ETDA is also a negatively charged, hydrophilic ligand. Therefore we

expect some similarity between the ETDA-goethite and the HQS-boehmite systems..

5.5.2. Re-adsorption of iron-ligand complexes

In a recent study, we reported that the adsorption of 1:1 Fe-DFOB and Fe-DFOD

complexes to goethite increased with increasing SDS concentrations in suspension

(Chapter 4).
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Figure 5.8: DFOB-promoted dissolution of goethite in the presence of (a) 15 and (b) 800 u.M

total SDS at pH 6 in 0.01 M NaC104 (80 u.M DFOB, 2.5 g/L goethite). Error bars

indicate the standard deviation of three replicates. Closed symbols represent the

Fe concentration in solution, while open symbols represent the dissolved Fe plus

the Fe re-adsorbed as Fe-DFOB complex calculated from adsorption isotherms

fitted with a Langmuir isotherm (Chapter 4). The apparent dissolution rates (R)

and the dissolution rates corrected for re-adsorption (Rcorr) were calculated by

linear regression of the linear portion of dissolution curve (at t > 20 h).

In contrast, the adsorption of Fe-EDTA complexes decreased with increasing SDS

concentrations. Therefore, re-adsorption of Fe-DFOB and Fe-DFOD complexes released

during the ligand-promoted dissolution experiments of this study may have led to an

underestimation of the dissolution rates, especially at high SDS concentrations. To

evaluate the magnitude of this effect, we fitted the adsorption isotherms of Fe-DFOB to

goethite in the presence of 15 and 800 uM SDS with a Langmuir isotherm and used this

equation to estimate the re-adsorbed concentrations of Fe-DFOB in our dissolution

experiments. The Langmuir equation Cads = (bC)/(K+C) relates the adsorbed amount per

unit mass Cads to the concentration of the solute in solution C. The parameter of the

Langmuir fits were b = 0.29 ± 0.02 and K - 196.5 ± 23.2 for 15 uM SDS and b = 0.30 ± 0.03 and

K = 14.3 ± 6.9 for 800 uM SDS, respectively. The calculated re-adsorbed concentrations were
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then added to the dissolved Fe concentrations to obtain corrected dissolution curves.

Figure 5.6 shows the original and corrected dissolution curves in the presence of 80 uM

DFOB and 15 or 800 uM SDS. The corrected dissolution rates in the presence of 15 and

800 uM SDS are 6.51 ± 1.08 and 3.77 ± 0.09 nmolrnV, respectively. These rates are

1.11 and 1.36 times higher than the rates obtained without the addition of re-adsorbed Fe-

DFOB complexes in the presence of 15 and 800 uM total SDS, respectively. These

increases on corrected dissolution rates suggest that the largest fraction of Fe-DFOB

remained in solution. Despite the greater re-adsorption of Fe-DFOB complexes in the

presence of 800 uM SDS, the corresponding corrected dissolution rate was still 1.7 times

lower than the corrected rate in the presence of 15 uM SDS (Figure 5.8). Thus, re-

adsorption of Fe-DFOB complexes alone can not explain the observed decrease in ligand-

promoted dissolution rates in the presence of high SDS concentrations.

5.5.3. Surface protonation

The factors discussed above may help to explain the observed decreases in ligand-

promoted dissolution rates at high surfactant concentrations, which contributed to the lack

of correlation between the adsorbed ligand concentrations and the ligand-promoted

dissolution rates. However, they can not explain the initial strong increases in ligand-

promoted dissolution rates by low surfactant concentrations. This effect may be related to

changes in the surface protonation state. Changes in pH during the adsorption of

surfactants on mineral surfaces have been interpreted as the result of surface protonation

or deprotonation due to surfactant adsorption (18, 37, 38). Goloub et al. (37) found that on

negatively charged silica surfaces at pH 7 and 9 the maximum change in surface charge

occurred at low surfactant concentrations. They reported that one proton was desorbed

with almost every adsorbing cationic surfactant molecule. In the case of positively

charged surfaces, the protonation of the surface increases with the adsorption of anionic

surfactants (17, 18). In our experiment (Figure 5.6), we found that the adsorption of 0.39

umol m"2 SDS (370 uM SDS in solution) resulted in a proton uptake of 0.40 umol m"2,

meaning that for each SDS molecule one additional proton was adsorbed to the goethite

surface. Using the CD-MUSIC model (39) implemented in the chemical speciation

program ECOSAT 4.7 (Keizer and van Riemsdijk, 1994) we calculated that a pH-decrease

of 1.4 pH units would lead to a comparable surface protonation of the goethite. This
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would not lead to a significant increase of the rate of proton-promoted goethite

dissolution. Therefore, a parallel (independent) proton-promoted dissolution mechanism

can be excluded as an explanation for the effect of surfactants.

5.6. Conclusions

We have confirmed the effects of surfactants on ligand-promoted dissolution of goethite,

which were previously reported by (29). Further, we have shown that this effect is not

unique to a particular surfactant and/or ligand. Therefore, it may play an important role in

siderophore-enhanced iron acquisition by bacteria, fungi, and/or graminaceous plants. At

low surfactant concentrations, which are most relevant in natural systems, the ligand-

promoted dissolution rates were increased by factors of two to three. Our observations of

readsorption of iron-ligand complexes, sorption competition between the surfactant and

the ligand on the oxide surface, changes in the electrostatic interactions due to charge

reversal of the surface, and changes in surface speciation of the ligand indicate that no

single factor has a sufficient magnitude to account for the changes of dissolution rates in

the presence of surfactants, but that their concerted influence on the mineral surface

chemistry may be responsible for the observed effects. The relative importance of these

factors depends on the properties of the ligands and mineral surfaces studied.
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6. Final conclusions

6.1. Adsorption of SDS on goethite

The adsorption of the synthetic surfactant SDS on goethite (a-FeOOH) at pH 6 reverses

the potential at the plane shear from positive to negative with increasing surfactant

concentrations. This decrease of potential reflects the formation of hemimicelles

(monolayers, with the surfactant head close to the surface and the tail protruding toward

solution) at low surfactant coverage, which compensates the surface charges. With

increasing SDS concentrations the formation of admicelles, with a second layer of

adsorbed surfactants with their heads directed towards solution, reverses the surface

charge. SDS adsorb mainly by electrostatic interactions, however, since sulfate can form

inner-sphere complexes on goethite for pH lower than 7, it is not excluded that SDS might

adsorb also by specific interactions. Therefore the presence of adsorbed surfactants

changes the physico-chemical properties of the mineral surface, which in return influences

ligand adsorption and consequently mineral dissolution.

6.2. influence on the adsorption of siderophores and EDTA

and their iron complexes on goethite

The adsorption of SDS on goethite similarly enhances the adsorption of the siderophores

DFOB and DFOD but is has no effect on the adsorption of the ligand EDTA. The only

difference in molecular structure of the two siderophores is the terminating group attached

to the pentyl chain. In the pH range under investigation, this group is positively charged

for DFOB+ and uncharged for DFOD0. Considering that the difference in charge has no

influence on the effect of SDS on siderophore adsorption, it seems that the hydrophobic

contribution (AGhydroph) to the energy of adsorption of the siderophores is more important

than the electrostatic contribution (AGeiœ). This conclusion is consistent with the

observation of constant adsorption of the hydrophilic ligand EDTA despite its negative

charge. The adsorption of Fe-ligand complexes is also affected by surfactants. All

complexes under investigation are characterized by high thermodynamic stabilities and
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the complete satisfaction of the coordinative requirements of the central iron ion and the

ligands. Therefore, their adsorption is dominated by electrostatic and hydrophobic

interactions of outer-sphere complex formation. The adsorption of Fe-DFOB and Fe-

DFOD increases with increasing SDS concentrations with a slightly higher adsorption of

Fe-DFOB (positively charged), while the adsorption of Fe-EDTA decreases. Besides

hydrophobic interactions favoring the adsorption of the Fe-siderophore complexes,

attractive electrostatic interactions between admicelles and the positively charged Fe-

DFOB complex explain the slightly higher adsorption of this complex. Conversely,

repulsive electrostatic interactions lead to the decreased adsorption of Fe-EDTA

(negatively charged).

6.3. Influence on the ligand-promoted dissolution

Small concentrations of surfactants (<80 uM total SDS) increase the dissolution rate of

the sideropohores DFOB, DFOD, and the chelating ligand EDTA. Higher concentrations

of surfactants do not lead to a further acceleration of the dissolution reaction and

dissolution rates reach values similar to the dissolution rates in the absence of surfactants.

Similar trends are observed for DFOB- and DFOD-promoted dissolution in the presence

of the biosurfactant rhamnolipid. This result suggests that different negatively charged

surfactants might have the same effect on ligand-promoted dissolution of mineral

surfaces. Direct comparison of the adsorbed amounts of siderophores and the dissolution

rates, indicate that the dissolution rates are not linearly related to adsorbed ligand

concentrations as proposed by Furrer and Stumm (4) (R= KiILJads) in the presence of

increasing SDS concentrations.

6.4. Adsorption of iron complexes, surface speciation and

surface protonation

Although adsolubilization of Fe-DFOB complexes occurs with high surfactant

concentrations, the dissolution rates taking into account re-adsorbed amounts of Fe-DFOB

are lower than observed rates at low surfactant concentrations. This indicates that

surfactants have a positive influence on the ligand-promoted dissolution only at low

surfactant coverage. To elucidate the molecular scale processes responsible for the change
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in dissolution rates in the presence of surfactants the dissolution rates of boehmite (y-

AlOOH) in the presence of the ligand HQS was investigated. Free HQS is a non-

fluorescent ligand. However, inner-sphere surface complexes formed by the coordination

of Al by HQS are fluorescent. Hence, a change from inner-sphere to outer-sphere

complexation must be accompanied by a decrease of fluorescence normalized to the

surface concentration of the adsorbed ligand. However, both, the total adsorption and the

fluorescent signal remained well correlated and decreased with increasing SDS

concentrations suggesting that the ratio inner-sphere to outer-sphere complexation was not

influenced in presence of surfactants. The dissolution rates of boehmite increased for low

surfactant concentrations until they reached constant values for SDS concentrations higher

than 60 u.M. These results indicate that neither the inner-sphere complexation of HQS nor

its total adsorption is correlated with the dissolution rates for varying SDS concentrations.

It was also investigated if the adsorption of SDS leads to a change of the surface

protonation state of goethite. An increase of surface protonation could lead to the

acceleration of a parallel proton-promoted dissolution mechanism that may explain the

effect of surfactants on dissolution rates. Calculations with the speciation program

ECOSAT 4.7 indicated that the adsorbed amount of protons correspond to a decrease in

the solution pH from 6 to 4.6. At this lower pH in the absence of siderophores, the

calculated amounts of dissolved Fe are five orders of magnitude lower than the observed

once in the presence of siderophores. Therefore, the increased surface protonation can not

contribute to significant proton-promoted dissolution rates.

All results suggest that low surfactant concentrations have a strong influence on

the mineral surface leading to a facilitated dissolution. The observed effects are related to

the influence of adsorbed surfactants on the mineral surface. Surfactants could decrease

the stability of Fe-0 bonds on the mineral surface, but no dissolution was observed in the

presence of surfactants and the absence of ligands. The formation of bilayered structures

at high surfactant concentrations might influence the diffusion of free and Fe complexed

ligands at the liquid-solid interface.

In conclusion, it was not possible to identify a single mechanism that may be responsible

for the observed effect of surfactants on dissolution rates. It is not related to changing
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inner-sphere versus outer-sphere complexation averaged over the whole mineral surface.

More subtle changes in the surface site distribution, the distribution of structurally distinct

inner-sphere surface complexes or the protonation states of these surface complexes are

difficult to resolve. However, it is important to note that structurally diverse surfactants

had a very similar effect on dissolution rates in the presence of structurally diverse

ligands. This seems to imply that the interaction between the surfactants, ligands, and the

surface are operating on a more fundamental level than the type of surface complex

formed by a specific ligand. However, the type of surfactant aggregates formed on the

surface seems also to have an influence on the dissolution process.

6.5. Environmental implications

The results presented in this thesis revealed that small surfactant concentrations have a

great influence on the ligand-promoted dissolution of goefhite and boehmite. Since in the

environment surfactant concentrations are low, their impact can be of great relevance. In

many natural systems such as aerated calcareous soils and marine systems Fe is a limiting

nutrient. Therefore, surfactants may enhance iron bioavailability for plants and

microorganisms. Overall surfactant might also influence other surface-controlled process

such as the adsorption of other organic compounds like organic acids and humic acids to

the soil matrix and influence for instance the mobility of metal-complexes and mineral

weathering. Thus, is of importance to consider potential effects of surfactants when

studying biogeochemical process in soils.
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// est impérieux de dissiper un intime malentendu:

Savoir quelque chose, ce n 'est pas le posséder.

Et un autre : savoir, ce n'est pas comprendre.

Et encore un autre : savoir ne s'oppose pas à ne pas savoir, mais à savoir mal.

Savoir est une approche de l'être et devrait ressembler à être.

Roberto Juarroz
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7. Appendix A

7.1, Capillary electrophoresis (CE) method for the analysis of

SDS

The method developed by Roldan-Assad and Gareil (i) for fatty acids was modified for

the analysis of the surfactant sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS, C^IfeNaC^S). The optimized

parameters are reported in Table 1. Figure 1 shows an electropherogram of SDS and

Figure 2 a calibration curve for the quantitative analysis of SDS. The CE instrument used

was a variable-wavelength absorbance detector CE (Agilent, Germany). To assure a good

reproducibility of the quantification of SDS, we used sodium 1-hexane sulphonate

monohydrate (SHS, CörinNaC^S-EkO) as an internal standard.

Table 1: Method developed for the analysis of SDS by capillary electrophoresis (BE=

background electrolyte; BA=background absorbent; Tris=hydroxymethyl aminomethane; p-

anisate=para-anisic acid, T=temperature, Ä.=wavelength, V=voltage).

Electrolyte composition Parameters Capillary and injection
BE: 20 mM Tris

BA: 10 mM p-anisate
Additives :40% methanol

pH = 8.2

T = 30°C

À = 245 nm

V = 30 kV

Bubble cell capillary
Diameter: 75 um

Total length: 40 cm

Effective length: 31.5 cm

Hydrodynamic injection: 50 mbar

during 25 s
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Figure 1: Electropherogram of SDS (1 mM) and the internai standard SHS (0.3 mM). For

conditions see Table SI. Migration times: 2.82 min for SDS; 3.19 min for SHS.

EOF=electro-osmotic flow.
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7.2. Tabulated data for DFOB promoted dissolution

Table 2 reports the parameters of linear regressions for ligand-promoted dissolution

curves in presence of 80 u.M DFOB and increasing SDS concentrations.

Table 2: Fitting parameters for 0, 5, 100, 300, 800 \iM SDS,

equationry = Ax + B, R2=regression coefficient.

SDS Time range A B R2 Rate

im [h] [nmol m'2h'1]
Oa 0.06-93.3 0.199 0.33 0.995 2.09

0b 0.06-93.3 0.222 -0.25 0.976 2.34

5a 0.03-71.06 0.661 1.08 0.983 6.96

5b 0.03-71.06 0.627 1.24 0.980 6.60

5c 0.03-71.06 0.633 1.12 0.980 6.67

100a 0.03-94.28 0.545 0.43 1.000 5.74

100b 0.50-94.23 0.486 -0.59 0.976 5.12

100c 0.05-94.35 0.461 0.93 0.987 4.85

300a 4.92-94.66 0.434 3.45 0.990 4.57

300b 4.88-92.76 0.321 5.82 0.978 3.38

800a 4.01-93.35 0.279 3.53 0.993 2.94

800b 4.00-93.34 0.293 4.01 0.994 3.08

800c 4.02-93.33 0.294 4.15 0.990 3.09

Reference

(1) Roldan-Assad, R.; Gareil, P. Capillary zone electrophoretic determination of C-2-

C-18 linear saturated free fatty-acids with indirect absorbency detection. J.

Chromatogr. A 1995, 708, 339-350.
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8. Appendix B

8.1. Adsorption of SDS on Goethite

Table 1 lists measured concentrations of soluble SDS and calculated adsorbed SDS

concentrations as a function of total SDS concentrations in the presence of goethite at pH

6 (Chapter 3).

Table 1 : Adsorption isotherm of SDS on 2.5 and 7 g/L goethite at pH 6.

Goethite SDS total SDS in solution SDS adsorbed SDS adsorption
[uM] [MM] [umol m2] [%]

50 43.8 0.07 12.5

100 87.5 0.13 12.5

200 175.1 0.26 12.5

300 264.1 0.38 12.0

400 341.1 0.62 14.7

500 418.1 0.86 16.4

600 485.5 1.21 19.1

50 35.8 0.05 28.5

100 71.5 0.11 28.5

200 143.0 0.21 28.5

300 214.5 0.32 28.5

400 283.3 0.44 29.2

500 337.8 0.61 32.4

600 392.3 0.78 34.6

8.2. Adsorption of Fe-DFOB on Goethite

Batches of 35.4 mL goethite suspension (2.5 g/L) in 0.01 M NaQCU were equilibrated at

pH 6.0±0.05 with different SDS concentrations for about 68 hours on an end-over-end

shaker. Then, 4.6 mL of a Fe-DFOB stock solution (691.5 uM) were added to reach a

final Fe-DFOB concentration of 80 u.M. If necessary the pH was readjusted to 6.0±0.05

with small volumes of NaOH or HCl. The final SDS concentrations were 0, 15, 75, 600

jLiM. Over the next 24 hours, 5 mL aliquots of the suspensions were sampled at different

time intervals and immediately filtered with 0.025 u.m cellulose nitrate membranes.

Dissolved iron concentrations were analyzed by inductively coupled plasma optical

emission spectrometry (ICP-OES, Vista-MPX, CDD Simultaneous, Varian, Australia).
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Figure 1: (a) Adsorption kinetics of Fe-DFOB on goethite at pH 6 for different SDS

concentrations (80 uM total Fe-DFOB, 0.01 M NaC104, 2.5 g/L goethite). (b)

Adsorption of Fe-DFOB complexes as a function of SDS concentration (30 u.M

total Fe-DFOB, 0.01 M NaC104, 2.5 g/L goethite, 24h equilibration time after the

addition of Fe-DFOB). Adsorbed amounts were calculated by mass balance based

on total iron concentrations measured by ICP-OES or concentrations of Fe-DFOB

complexes measured by UV-vis spectrometry. Error bars indicate the standard

deviation of three replicates.

The adsorption kinetics of the Fe-DFOB complex was investigated in the presence

of low and high total SDS concentrations (Figure la). Equilibrium was reached faster at

low surfactant concentrations. In the presence of 15 or 75 uM total SDS, constant

adsorption was reached within 2 hours, while at least 24 h were required to approach

steady state in the presence of 600 uM total SDS. Based on these observations, an

equilibration time of 24 hours was used for all adsorption measurements. The results
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showed increasing adsorption of the Fe-DFOB complex with increasing SDS

concentration.

The adsorption of the 1:1 Fe(III)-ligand complexes was studied by measuring the

total dissolved iron by ICP-OES and the dissolved Fe-ligand complex by UV-visible

spectrophotometry during its adsorption on goethite. For both methods the adsorbed

concentrations were calculated by mass balance. Figure lb shows the adsorbed amounts

of Fe-DFOB as influenced by increasing SDS concentrations obtained from both

analytical methods. Since the adsorption of Fe-DFOB measured as total iron and as iron

complex are similar, we assume that Fe in solution is present only as Fe-DFOB complex.

Similar results were observed for Fe-EDTA and Fe-DFOD adsorption experiments

(results not shown). Based on these experiments, we analyzed Fe-complexes only by ICP-

OES in all further adsorption experiments.

8.3. Characterization of N-acetyl-0,0,0-triacetyl-

desferrioxamine and N-Acetyl-desferrioxamine by NMR

Spectroscopy

1 1 ^
H and C NMR spectra were obtained using a Bruker AM-300 spectrometry. NMR

chemical shifts are reported in ppm relative to solvent resonance. About 3 mg of sample

were dissolved in dueterated dimethylsulfoxide (DMSO-d6) for ]H NMR measurement.

For C NMR measurements, about 30 mg sample were used each time.

The mass spectroscopy and NMR spectroscopic characterization for N-Acetyl-0,0,0-

triacetyl-desferoxamine:

MS(FAB+): 729.4 (MH+).

]H NMR (300 MHz, DMSO-d6): 8 1.32 (qint, 6H, J = 6.6 Hz, CH2), 1.48 (mt, 6H, CH2),

1.53 (m, 6H, CH2), 1.95 (s, 3H, CH3), 1.98 (s, 3H, CH3), 2.19 (s, 9H, CH3), 2.47 (m, 4H,

CH2), 2.57 (m, 4H, CH2), 3.18 (qint, 6H, J = 6.0 Hz, CH2), 3.67 (m, 6H, CH2), 6.26 (s,br,

H, CONH), 6.35 (s,br, H, CONH), 6.43 (s,br, H, CONH).

13C NMR (75 MHz, DMSO-d6): Ô 17.9, 19.8, 22.6, 23.1, 23.3, 25.9, 27.7, 28.5, 29.8,
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38.7,47.0, 168.2, 170.0, 170.3, 171.3, 172.2.

The mass spectroscopy and NMR spectroscopic characterization for N-Acetyl-

desferoxamine:

MS(FAB+): 603.4 (MH+).

XH NMR (300 MHz, DMSO-d6): Ô 1.20 (qint, 6H, J = 6.9 Hz, CH2), 1.36 (qint, 6H, J =

7.0 Hz, CH2), 1.48 (qint, 6H, J = 7.0 Hz, CH2), 1.76 (s, 3H, CH3), 1.95 (s, 3H, CH3), 2.25

(t, 4H, J = 7.0 Hz, CH2), 2.56 (t, 4H, J = 7.0 Hz, CH2), 2.98 (m, 6H, CH2), 3.44 (t, 6H, J =

6.9, CH2), 7.78 (m, 3H, CONH), 9.60 (s, 2H, NOH), 9.65 (s, 1H, NOH).

13C NMR (75 MHz, DMSO-d6): Ô 20.4, 22.6, 23.5, 26.0, 27.6, 28.9, 29.9, 38.5, 46.8,

47.1, 169.1, 170.2, 171.4, 172.0.
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9. Appendix C

9.1. Tabulated data for selected DFOD-promoted dissolution

rates

Table 1 reports the parameters of linear regressions for selected ligand-promoted

dissolution curves in presence of 80 [xM DFOD and increasing SDS concentrations.

Table 1: Fitting parameters for 0, 5, 70, 600, 1000 ^M SDS,

equation: y = Ax + B, R2 = regression coefficient.

SDS Time range A B R1 Rate

[fiM] [h] [nmol m"2h"']
0a 0.03-90.5 0.315 0.592 0.999 3.31

0b 0.05-90.5 0.266 0.7554 0.995 2.80

5a 0.05-95.0 0.598 1.045 0.991 6.29

5b 0.03-95.0 0.605 0.198 0.996 6.37

5c 0.05-95 0.566 0.187 0.999 5.96

70a 0.02-93.5 0.494 0.661 0.998 5.20

70b 0.02-93.5 0.540 0.631 0.998 5.69

600a 17.1-87.2 0.199 4.071 0.982 2.10

600b 17.1-87.2 0.236 3.519 0.980 2.51

1000a 5.3-92.2 0.233 3.421 0.993 2.45

1000b 5.3-93.1 0.224 3.860 0.985 2.36
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9.2. Tabulated data for selected EDTA-promoted dissolution

rates

Table 2 reports the parameters of linear regressions for selected ligand-promoted

dissolution curves in presence of 80 uM EDTA and increasing SDS concentrations.

Table 2: Fitting parameters for 0, 50, 100, 600 uM SDS,

equation: y= Ax + B, R2 = regression coefficient.

SDS Time range A B R2 Rate

[|iM] [h] [nmol m~2 rf']
0a 20.7-171.1 0.210 9.589 0.993 2.21

0b 20.9-171.1 0.221 8.580 0.998 2.32

0c 20.9-171.1 0.218 7.908 0.998 2.30

50a 23.15-94.5 0.325 11.834 0.986 3.69

50b 23.5-94.5 0.445 9.067 0.995 4.69

50c 23.2-94.5 0.387 10.888 0.983 4.08

100a 23.1-94.4 0.382 11.044 0.991 4.02

100b 23.1-94.4 0.446 9.382 0.997 4.69

100c 23.1-94.4 0.442 10.342 0.982 4.65

600a 24.0-94.3 0.588 7.579 0.984 3.78

600b 24.0-94.3 0.337 8.140 0.985 3.54

9.3. Tabulated data of Langmuir fits for Fe-DFOB adsorption

isotherm in the presence of SDS

Table 3 reports the parameters of Langmuir fitting parameters of Fe-DFOB adsorption

isotherms with 15 and 800 uM SDS at pH 6.

Table 3: Fitting parameters for Fe-DFOB adsorption isotherms with 15 and 800 uM SDS,

equation: y = (Ax)/(B + x), R~ = regression coefficient. Std. dev. are from 3 replicates.

SDS Fe-DFOB Std. Dev. Fe-DFOB Std. Dev. A B R2

[uM] tuM] [(omol m"~]

0 0 0.000 0.000 0.293 196.52 0.999

15 8.03 0.04 0.015 0.001 ±0.023 ±23.18

26.57 0.14 0.033 0.002

62.47 0.16 0.073 0.002

91.21 0.83 0.096 0.009

139.78 0.07 0.121 0.001

0 0 0.000 0.000 0.302 14.337 0.960

800 1.46 0.16 0.070 0.002 ±0.033 ±6.93

20.51 0.8 0.171 0.008

45.14 0.86 0.211 0.009

72.01 0.15 0.250 0.002

118.12 1.82 0.286 0.019
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10. Appendix D

10.1. Tabulated data for figures in Chapter 3

Figure 3.2a

Adsorption isotherm of SDS goethite

Experimental conditions:

pH 6, 0.01 M NaCI04, 7 g L"1 goethite, 24 h contact time goethite-SDS
Std. Dev. of three replicates

SDS total Std. Dev. SDS in solution Std. Dev. SDS adsorbed Std. Dev.

[u.M] [u.M] [u.M] [u.M] [u.mol m"2] [(imol m""]

0.0 0.0 0.00 0.000 0.000

20.4 0.54 18.1 0.26 0.009 0.001

20.5 1.38 15.4 0.40 0.019 0.002

35.8 2.90 37.2 0.78 0.029 0.008

64.3 2.14 50.9 1.57 0.050 0.006

70.4 1.75 53.8 1.34 0.062 0.005

89.7 7.31 67.1 3.70 0.085 0.014

118.6 2.72 56.4 0.25 0.233 0.001

169.8 4.59 117.9 5.22 0.195 0.020

202.9 4.50 141.1 11.28 0.232 0.042

231.9 7.22 166.5 2.41 0.245 0.009

367.2 2.19 262.9 5.48 0.392 0.020

503.3 47.67 322.3 0.72 0.678 0.003

590.5 11.19 412.6 13.90 0.668 0.052

700.0 18.07 451.2 2.69 0.935 0.010

836.1 41.25 510.5 8.95 1.222 0.033

1080.4 3.35 746.4 241.97 1.254 0.000

1338.6 58.25 966.1 20.46 1.366 0.076

1633.2 51.10 1255.7 6.87 1.418 0.026



Figure 3.2b

Electrophoretic mobility of a goethite suspension with SDS

Experimental conditions: pH 6, 0.01 M NaC104, 0.025g/L goethite,
6 h contact time goethite-SDS
Std. Dev. of three replicates

SDS total EM Std Dev

[,uM] [10
s m'2 s'1 V1] [1Q'S m'2 s'1 V1]

"ö 223 <X2l
50 1.12 0.28

100 0.37 0.08

150 -0.22 0.08

200 -0.85 0.19

250 -1.32 0.08

350 -2.29 0.02

600 -3.30 0.16

Figure 3.3

Adsorption of DFOB in presence of incresing SDS concentrations

Experimental conditions: 80 u.M total DFOB, pH 6, 0.01 M NaC104, 7 g L'1

goethite, -72 h contact time goethite-SDS before addition of DFOB, 24 h contact

time goethite-SDS-DFOB
Std. Dev. of three replicates

SDS total DFOB adsorbed Std. Dev.

[|iM] [umol m""] [^mol m"2]
0 0.059 0.003

50 0.089 0.002

100 0.102 0.002

200 0.117 0.006

400 0.154 0.001

600 0.183 0.003
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Figure 3.4

Dissolution of goethite over time in presence of DFOB and SDS

Experimental conditions: pH 6, 0.01 M NaC104, 2.5 g L-1 goethite, -68 h contact

time goethite-SDS before addition of DFOB

Std. Dev. of three replicates

0 u.M SDS, 80 liM DFOB 5 |iM SDS, 80 u.M DFOB

Time [h] Fe [ixM] Std. Dev. Time [h] Fe [uM] Std. Dev.

0.1 0.00 0.00 0 0.13 0.02

0.3 0.21 0.03 0.6 0.38 0.02

2.4 0.77 0.07 1 1.15 0.06

5.2 1.44 0.26 2.1 2.10 0.15

21.6 3.72 0.74 4.3 3.14 0.13

28.4 5.01 0.36 6.5 10.25 0.31

48.1 9.04 0.56 23 13.19 0.33

68.8 15.16 1.27 29.8 21.71 0.34

93.3 20.23 Î.52 47.4 32.68 0.30

71.1 45.70 2.05

100 uM SDS, 80 u.M DFOB 800 u.M SDS, 80 uM DFOB

Time [h] Fe [yiM] Std. Dev. Time [h] Fe [uM] Std. Dev.

0 0.13 0 0 0.38 0.07

0.5 0.53 0.02 0.5 1.3 0.16

1 0.99 0.13 1 1.87 0.16

2.1 1.64 0.23 2 2.8 0.31

4 2.69 0.4 4 4.1 0.39

6 3.67 0.53 6 5.07 0.32

8 4.68 0.68 8 5.87 0.32

23.2 12.26 1.14 22 11.3 0.56

29.1 15.89 2.33 28 13.07 0.68

46.2 24.95 3.62 45.2 17.41 0.8

69.2 37.3 5.08 68.1 23.25 0.81

94.3 50.94 5.89 93.4 30.32 1.21

50 uM SDS, 0 |uM DFOB 600 u.M SDS, 0 uM DFOB

Time [h] Fe []nM] Std. Dev. Time [h] Fe [^iM] Std. Dev.

0 0.008 0.003

16.1 0.007 0.002

41.3 0.010 0.002

74.1 0.011 0.002

107.2 0.009 0.002

0 0.010 0.005

16.1 0.009 0.006

41.3 -0.001 0.002

74.1 0.011 0.002

107.2 0.006 0.003
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Figure 3.5

Dissolution rates of goethite in presence of DFOB and SDS

Experimental conditions: pH 6, 0.01 M NaC104, 2.5 g L"1 goethite, -68 h contact time

goethite-SDS before addition of DFOB

Std. Dev. of three replicates

SDS total Rate Std. Dev.

[u.M] [nmol m"2 h"1] [nmol m"2 h

0 2.21 0.18

0.1 2.33 0.21

1 3.35 0.44

5 6.74 0.19

15 5.84 0.99

20 5.55 0.08

30 5.91 0.25

50 4.44 0.30

50 4.58 0.02

70 6.17 0.29

75 5.30 0.36

100 5.24 0.45

300 3.96 0.80

600 2.64 0.12

800 3.04 0.09

1000 2.96 0.87

1300 2.16 0.15

1500 2.45 0.17
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10.2. Tabulated data for figures in Chapter 4

Figure 4.2

Adsorption of the DFOB, DFOD and EDTA with increasing SDS

concentrations

Experimental conditions: 80 (iM ligand concentrations, pH 6, 0.01 M

NaC104, 7 g L"1 goethite
Std. Dev. of three replicates

EDTA

Total SDS Ads SDS EDTA ads Std. Dev.

[UM] f^imol m~~] [[Amol m"2] [|umol m"2]
0 0 0.270371 0.004468

5 0.005355 0.26196 0.004362

50 0.053553 0.256607 0.001591

100 0.107105 0.258696 0.006694

600 0.780689 0.223873 0.00752

0.813 0.000871 0.260137 0.00301

20.32 0.002176 0.256961 0.002431

162.56 0.17411 0.264905 0.005827

325.12 0.348221 0.276283 0.003305

DFOB

Total SDS Ads SDS DFOB ads Std. Dev.

[(iM] [[xmol m"2] [fimol m~2] [^mol m"2]
0 0 0.047218 0.002711

50 0.053553 0.077043 0.001777

100 0.107105 0.090576 0.002138

200 0.21424 0.104862 0.006472

400 0.438584 0.142331 0.000995

600 0.786689 0.170902 0.003008

DFOD

Total SDS Ads SDS DFOD ads Std. Dev.

[UM] [nmol m"~] [[imol m"2] [umol m"2]
0 0 0.053777 0.010325

1.19 0.001275 0.055782 0.004775

5.94 0.006362 0.059792 0.007799

23.7 0.025384 0.061171 0.00605

59.36 0.063578 0.07884 0.004711

118.7 0.127134 0.088238 0.007957

356.2 0.381509 0.120569 0.001723
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Figure 4.3a

Adsorption of Fe-EDTA, Fe-DFOB, and Fe-DFOD complexes on goethite at pH 6

Experimental conditions: pH 6, 0.01 M NaC104, 2.5 g L"1 goethite, 24 h equilibration
time

Std. Dev. of three replicates

Fe-EDTA

SDS total Fe-DFOD ads. Std. Dev.

[uM] [^mol m"2] [umol m"2]
0 0.127 0.008

15 0.139 0.009

50 0.140 0.001

100 0.105 0.011

200 0.127 0.007

400 0.062 0.005

600 0.038 0.011

Fe-DFOB

SDS total Fe-DFOB ads. Std. Dev.

[fiM] [[imol m"2] [umol m"2]
0 0.009 0.001

15 0.025 0.014

50 0.036 0.004

75 0.049 0.013

100 0.062 0.006

200 0.085 0.005

400 0.111 0.012

600 0.153 0.001

800 0.171 0.008

Fe-DFOD

SDS total Fe-DFOD ads. Std. Dev.

[uM] [^mol m"2] [umol m"2]
0 0.039 0.004

15 0.039 0.003

50 0.048 0.001

100 0.053 0.003

200 0.048 0.008

400 0.072 0.002

600 0.103 0.008
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Figure 4.3b

Adsorption isotherm of Fe-DFOB

Experimental conditions: pH 6, 0.01 M NaC104, 2.5 g L"1 goethite, 24 h

equilibration time

Std. Dev. of three replicates

0 iiM SDS

Fe-DFOB in solution Std. Dev. Fe-DFOB adsorbed Std. Dev.

[juM] [U.M] [u.mol m"2] [^mol m"2]
0 0 0 0

9.2 0.30 0.002 0.003

27.3 0.15 0.009 0.002

63.8 1.84 0.036 0.019

93.9 0.89 0.019 0.009

139.9 0.02 0.041 0.000

15 ^M SDS

Fe-DFOB in solution Std. Dev. Fe-DFOB adsorbed Std. Dev.

[u.M] [uM] [umol m"2] [u.mol m"2]
8.0 0.04 0.015 0.000

26.6 0.14 0.033 0.001

62.5 0.16 0.073 0.002

91.2 0.83 0.096 0.009

139.8 0.07 0.121 0.001

800 u.M SDS

Fe-DFOB in solution Std. Dev. Fe-DFOB adsorbed Std. Dev.

[u.M] [uM] [(imol m"2] [u.mol m"2]
1.5 0.16 0.070 0.002

20.5 0.80 0.171 0.008

45.1 0.86 0.211 0.009

72.0 0.15 0.250 0.002

118.1 1.82 0.286 0.019

Figure 4.4

Ratio of adsorbed DFOB and Fe-DFOB to adsorbed SDS

Experimental conditions: For DFOB same as in Figure 4.2 and for Fe-DFOB same as

in Figure 4.3a

DFOB

SDS adsorbed ratio DFOB/SDS

Fe-DFOB

SDS adsorbed ratio Fe-DFOB/SDS

[umol m" ] [-] [ limol m" ] [-]
0.05 1.44 0.02 1.28

0.11 0.85 0.07 0.55

0.21 0.49 0.10 0.50

0.44 0.32 0.13 0.47

0.78 0.22 0.26

0.62

0.33

0.18

1.21 0.13
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10.3. Tabulated data for figures in Chapter 5

Figure 5.2

Dissolution of goethite over time in presence of DFOD and SDS

Experimental conditions: pH 6, 0.01 M NaC104, 2.5 g L"1 goethite, ~ 68 h

contact time goethite-SDS prior addition of DFOD

Std. Dev. of three replicates

0 uM SDS, 80 UM DFOD 5 uM SDS, 80 uM DFOD

Time Fe Std. Dev. Time Fe Std. Dev.

[h] [|iM] tuM] [h] [fiM] [|iM]
0.04 0.27 0.09 0.04 0.11 0.01

0.43 0.50 0.09 0.66 0.41 0.11

2.44 1.37 0.15 1.19 0.84 0.21

5.02 2.24 0.26 2.58 2.48 1.52

17.55 6.07 0.59 4.03 2.62 0.33

25.75 8.51 0.68 7.42 4.55 0.49

42.15 12.89 0.76 23.40 13.70 1.39

66.73 20.60 1.48 31.64 18.39 1.94

90.48 23.71 0.00 47.42 29.81 2.55

75.24 47.06 2.77

95.02 54.10 1.29

70 uM SDS, 80 uM DFOD 600 |iM SDS, 80 uM DFOD

Time Fe Std. Dev. Time Fe Std. Dev.

[h] [uM] [uM] M [|iM] [uM]
0.02 0.25 0.0 0.10 0.42 0.09

0.37 0.48 0.0 0.50 0.78 0.03

2.28 1.79 0.0 2.02 1.77 0.09

3.27 2.51 0.1 4.52 2.96 0.16

5.69 3.99 0.1 17.12 6.95 0.57

21.99 13.5 0.8 25.10 9.32 0.72

29.13 14.53 1.1 40.62 13.02 1.11

45.74 24.31 1.5 63.88 18.88 1.76

69.86 37.66 1.7 87.23 23.28 0.00

93.50 51.63 3.4

50 u.M SDS, 0 uM DFOD 600 ,uM SDS, (3 uM DFOD

Time Fe Std. Dev. Time Fe Std. Dev.

[h] [uM] [UM] [h] [uM] [uM]
0 0.008 0.003 0 0.01 0.005

16.1 0.007 0.002 16.1 0.009 0.006

41.3 0.01 0.002 41.3 -0.001 0.002

74.1 0.011 0.002 74.1 0.011 0.002

107.2 0.009 0.002 107.2 0.006 0.003
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Figure 5.3

Dissolution rates of goethite in the presence of EDTA, DFOB, and DFOD with

increasing SDS concentrations

Experimental conditions: 80 U.M total ligands, pH 6, 0.01 M NaC104, 2.5 g L
'

goethite, -68 h contact time goethite-SDS before addition of DFOB

Std. Dev. Of three replicates

EDTA

SDS total Rates Std.Dev.

[uM] [nmol m"2h-1] [nmol m~2 h

0 2.28 0.06

1 3.81 0.30

5 3.98 0.15

25 4.43 0.21

50 4.38 0.43

100 4.45 0.38

200 4.74 0.20

400 3.69 0.23

600 3.66 0.16

DFOD

SDS total Rates Std.Dev.

[UM] [nmol m"2h"'] [nmol m"2 h

0 3.06 0.36

1 4.70 0.41

5 6.21 0.22

20 5.82 0.00

50 6.05 0.18

70 5.44 0.34

100 3.07 0.10

300 3.77 0.26

600 2.31 0.29

Data of dissolution in the presence of DFOB is the same as in Figure 3.5. Data in the

insets is the same as in Figure 4.3.
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Figure 5.4

Dissolution rates of goethite in the presence of DFOB, and DFOD with increasing
RhL concentrations

Experimental conditions: 80 u.M total ligand, pH 6, 0.01 M NaC104, 2.5 g L"1

goethite, 65 h contact time goethite-SDS before addition of DFOB

Std. Dev. of three replicates

DFOB

RhL total Rate Std. Dev.

[mgL1] [nmol m"2h-1] [nmol m~2h_1]
0 2.23 0.18

1 3.16 0.21

4 4.28 0.14

6 4.37 0.35

10 3.33 0.54

15 2.62 0.29

20 2.14 0.06

30 2.02 0.32

DFOD

RhL total Rate Std. Dev.

[mg L1] [nmol m"2h"'] [nmolm'V]
0 2.23 0.18

1 4.36 0.33

4 4.50 0.21

6 4.23 0.01

10 4.23 0.24

15 2.92 0.53

20 2.98 0.15

30 2.72 0.26

Figure 5.5a

Surface fluorescence and adsorption of HQS on boehmite

Experimental conditions: 120 uM total ligand, pH 6, 0.01 M NaC104, 3 h contât

time boehmite-SDS

Std. Dev. of three replicates

HQS adsorption (0.4 g L"1 boehmite)
SDS total Adsorption Std. Dev.

[uM] [umol m"2] [jimol m'2]
0 2.76 0.03

5 2.89 0.10

15 2.60 0.22

50 2.60 0.26

100 2.39 0.15

200 2.37 0.09

300 2.35 0.10

500 1.19 0.01
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HQS surface fluorescence (0.04 g L"
1
boehmite)

SDS total Fluorescence s.ignal Std. Dev.

[uM] [-] [-]

0 139.92 2.14

5 133.91 0.00

25 135.32 2.43

50 135.16 2.92

100 121.23 5.60

300 95.39 6.85

500 60.19 1.15

700 32.81 1.36

Figure 5.5b

HQS-controlIed dissolution rates of boehmite in presence of SDS

Experimental conditions: 120 U.M total ligand, pH 6, 0.01 M NaC104, 0.1 g L'1
boehmite

Std. Dev. of three replicates

SDS total HQS adsorption Std. Dev.

[uM] [nmol rnV] [nmol m"2h_1]
0 7.20 1.01

5 7.48 0.24

10 7.51 0.62

25 7.26 1.17

50 9.48 0.51

200 10.09 0.28

500 9.74 1.14

700 10.58 1.40

Figure 5.6

Simultaneous adsorption of protons and SDS to goethite
Experimental conditions: pH 6, 0.0Î M NaC104, 7 g L"1 goethite, 24 h contact time

goethite-SDS
SDS in solution has been calculated from the adsorption isotherm in Figure 3.2

Std. Dev. of three replicates

SDS total SDS in solution Protons adsorbed Std. Dev.

[u.M] [iiM] [iimol m'2] [u.mol m"2]
10 7.14 0.034 0.003

100 71.4 0.145 0.037

400 285.6 0.407 0.036

600 428.4 0.641 0.045

800 571.2 0.829 0.022

1000 714 0.941 0.007

1200 856.8 1.050 0.033

Data of SDS adsorption is the same as in Figure 3.2.
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Figure 5.7

Electrophoretic mobility (EM) of boehmite suspensions in presence of SDS

Experimental conditions: pH 6, 0.01 M NaC104, 0.025 g L-1 boehmite, 4 h contact

time boehmite-SDS

Std. Dev. of three replicates

SDS total EM Std. Dev.

[UM] [10 "mW1] [lO^mV'V1]
0 2.01 0.17

50 1.54 0.14

150 0.84 0.11

250 0.03 0.27

300 -0.28 0.16

350 -0.61 0.05

500 -1.25 0.06

700 -2.03 0.29

Figure 5.8

DFOB-controlled dissolution of goethite over time in the presence of 15 uM SDS

with and without corrections for re-adsorption of Fe-DFOB complexes.

Experimental conditions: 80 uM DFOB, pH 6, 0.01 M NaC104, 2.5 g L"1 goethite

Std. Dev. of three replicates

15 uM SDS total

Time Fe (III} Std. Dev. Time Fe(III) corrected Std. Dev.

[h] [u.M] [uM] [h] [UM] [uM]

0.02 0.18 0.06 0.02 0.21 0.07

0.6 0.53 0.10 0.6 0.61 0.11

1.1 0.88 0.12 1.1 1.00 0.13

2 1.42 0.18 2 1.62 0.21

4 2.39 0.23 4 2.73 0.27

6 3.35 0.22 6 3.82 0.25

8.1 4.35 0.26 8.1 4.95 0.29

23 13.45 0.79 23 15.23 0.89

29.1 17.04 1.38 29.1 19.26 1.55

46.1 25.73 2.64 46.1 28.95 2.93

69.1 38.19 6.22 69.1 42.72 6.83

94.2 52.62 8.95 94.2 58.49 9.75
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800 ^M SDS total

Time Fe (III) Std. Dev. Time Fe(III) corrected Std. Dev.

[h] [|iM] [|iM] [h] QiM] tuM]

0.03 0.38 0.07 0.03 1.12 0.21

0.5 1.3 0.16 0.5 3.69 0.43

1 1.87 0.16 1 5.16 0.41

2 2.8 0.31 2 7.48 0.74

4 4.1 0.39 4 10.46 0.87

6 5.07 0.32 6 12.54 0.68

8 5.87 0.32 8 14.18 0.65

22 11.3 0.56 22 23.92 0.92

28 13.07 0.68 28 26.72 1.05

45.2 17.41 0.80 45.2 33.11 1.13

68.1 23.25 0.81 68.1 40.97 1.05

93.35 30.32 1.21 93.35 49.76 1.46
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